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PREFACE – WHAT DOES ANTHROPOLOGY HAVE TO DO WITH DANCE (THERAPY)?

As part of the Master Program for Cultural Anthropology and Developmental Science of nonWestern Cultures at the University Leiden, I investigated a topic in between the period of January
until April 2008. Since my passion goes out towards studying and performing dance, and seeing
that I wrote my Bachelor thesis about ‘the healing powers’ of dance in Western therapeutic
context,i I didn’t need a long time to reflect on the subject of this research, which is the current
implementation and developments of dance therapy in Bangalore (India).
I have always shown an interest in the ways people behave as seen from a cross-cultural
perspective and the ways they interact with each other.ii I see dancing as one of the most
powerful forms of expression of the body, through which I have learned to come closer towards
myself and my body. Already as a very young child, I thought that dancing was very exhilarating.
For me, dancing equals freedom, and even though I have never felt attracted to dancing on a
professional level (yet), I am tremendously passionate about the (power of) dance – and I dance
whenever or wherever I can.
Likewise, I am fond of putting the key method of anthropology, namely participant observation
– a set of research strategies through which an educated anthropologist is able to learn more
about other cultures – into practice. For example, this summer, I went to India and explored some
dances there. I ended up dancing with a nomadic group, called ‘Kalbeliya’, where I learned the so
called ‘snake dance’. Not only was this an amazing experience, I was also able to ‘get into
contact’ with this group of people on a level which I would normally not be able to reach. The idea
for this years’ research took shape as a result of this journey full of dance explorations and
discoveries.
Because of the fact that dance, a (universal) cultural expression, plays such a significant role
in many societies, I am convinced that social scientists – and more specifically anthropologists –
have an essential duty to research this field. For the study of dance, information about cultural
structures, social relations, rituals and philosophic backgrounds are needed. Also in India, dance
is embedded in the variety of ‘cultures’, castes and religious idioms. Researching ‘deeper
structures’ of dance helps the researcher to gain a broader insight into the society she/he studies.
In my bachelor thesis, I explored some ‘deeper lying dimensions’ of dance by looking at the healing
role of dance in Western therapeutic settings (i.e. Dance Therapy, Authentic Movement and Five
Rhythms), supplemented by some short examples where dance plays a curing role in non-Western
cultures (shamanistic cures). In my conclusion, I emphasize the important role of dance from a crosscultural point of view, the relations with other social scientific fields (such as psychology, neurology,
politics and sociology), and discuss some dance topics which request further research.
ii
Before starting the study of CA/OS, I received my diploma of the three-year Graduate programme in
Psychology at Lessius Hogeschool Antwerp, Belgium.
i
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In this way, new information about diverse aspects of cultures can be achieved (Kaeppler, 1978:
32).
Dance gets it value within the body and the performance of the dance itself and dancing
cannot be done without the means of the moving body (Hanna, 1979: 19), consequently: the
study of the body is intertwined with the study of dance.iii Although the importance of dance within
cultures has a historically old significance, the study of it is quite new. Early anthropologists have
been writing about dances which were performed within the cultures they studied since the
beginning of the discipline. I think here for instance of A.R. Radcliffe-Brown (1913), B. Malinowski
(1922), E.E. Evans-Pritchard (1928), E.B. Tylor (1930) and Franz Boas (1938). During the 19601970s, an interests in the study of dance itself have shown a large expansion with the emergence
of an ‘anthropology of dance’. The precursor of this side branch in anthropology is G. Kurath who
more concretely emphasised the need for a ‘dance ethnology’ in 1960. iv Other social academics
who have been following in Kurath’s footsteps are J. Kealiinohomoku (1967), J.L. Hanna (1975),
A.P. Royce (1977), A.L. Kaeppler (1978), D. Williams (1979). Since there’s still lots more research
to be done in these fields, I intend to do a bit towards illustrating people of the important powers
lying in dance by means of conducting this anthropological research.
For this research, I was mainly inspired by American anthropologist Judith Lynne Hanna. v Not
only has she already been in the field for almost 40 years now, Hanna is also the only
anthropologist who wrote on dance/movement therapy. Likewise, she emphasises the importance
of applying anthropological methods in dance/movement therapy research (i.e., 2004: 144). More
concretely do the basic foundations of my research lie upon Hanna’s statement that dancing can
facilitate in reducing stress in ‘urban’ spaces and in this way contributes to the improvement of
health of (groups of) people (2006: 18).

The (study of) ‘anthropology of the body’ is based on the assumption that all human behaviour and
actions are functions of organisms with a unique set of characteristics in certain social and physical
surroundings. On the one hand, structuralist theoretician M. Mauss (in his ‘Techniques du Corps’,
1934) and French cultural sociologist P. Bourdieu (1972) have been studying the body as an ‘object’.
They emphasise that the body is a social construction and a medium of expression which is ‘inscribed’
with cultural values. On the other hand, cultural phenomenologist theorists such as M. Merleau-Ponty
(1945) see the body as a ‘subject’ that creates meaning and embodies experiences.
iv
Kurath (1960: 235) thereby referred to a definition given by Franziska Boas (letter, July 30, 1958)
who also promoted ‘a study of culture and social forms, expressed through the medium of dance; or
the ways in which dance functions within the cultural patterns’. Boas is seen as a pioneer in dance
therapy as she was the first to be employed as a dance therapist within the American medical setting.
v
J. L. Hanna is currently teacher at the Columbia University and has written prominent books such as
‘To Dance is Human: Theory of Non-verbal Communication’ (1987) and the recent book ‘Dancing for
Health: Conquering and Preventing Stress’ (2006).
iii
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SETTING THE STAGE – THE HEALING POWERS OF DANCE IN BANGALORE

‘Once on a hunting expedition King Ballala of the Hoysala dynasty lost his way in the
jungle. Deep inside the jungle lived an old woman who took pity on the hungry and
tired hunter. The old woman was poor and had nothing else to offer but boiled beans.
But the king was so pleased with her hospitality that he named the entire city as belebenda-kalu-ooru, which in the local language Kannada means, the place of boiled
beans. The historical evidence of the name ‘Bengalooru’ can be found in a 9th century
inscription found in a temple in the village of Begur. Today the name has been
shortened and anglicised after the British influence and has come to be called
Bangalore.’vi

This chronicle narrates the name-giving of the city of Bangalore, taking us back to the time of
the Hoysala dynasty (1110-1326). Nowadays, Bangalore is regarded as one of India’s most
progressive cities, as it is the capital of one of India’s 28 states Karnataka, located in the southern
part of India. During my fieldwork there, I was overloaded with impressions of Indian realities
since it contains such a mixture of people who are coming from a diversity of religious
backgrounds and castes, and who are supporting a variety of belief systems and life styles (just
think about the growing number of ‘middle class’ people). And it is explicitly in the chaotic,
frenzied but congenial South-Indian environs of Bangalore that the story that I am to tell here took
place.
As globalisation is a visible part of contemporary everyday life in urban India, and global
capitalism brought an interminable assortment of consumer goods and lifestyle options with it,
India’s urban middle class groups are being confronted with new artistic forms, styles and
concepts. Also in the area of dance, ‘traditional’ forms get intertwined with more ‘modern’ forms
and ideas. Dancers travel throughout the country, but also cross seas and continents, and
gradually create new dance forms, inspired by a variety of Indian and non-Indian and a diversity
of so-called ‘traditional’ and ‘modern’ influences.vii One good example of this intermingling and
exchanging of diverse flows and forms is the rise of ‘dance therapy’ in contemporary urban India.
As Hanna (2004: 146) notices that ‘dance/movement therapy has spread to thirty-one countries
throughout the world’, she emphasises that ‘anthropological research may serve to moderate the
misinterpretation of behaviour of people from different cultures and groups ‘read’ from traditional
dance/movement therapy perspectives that first developed In the 1940s’.viii In this domain, my
most important aim is to expose, or else: to ‘demystify’, the ways in which the dance therapists
Source (URL): www.indiaexpress.com/bangalore/eureka/history, last accessed on 9th December
2007.
vii
Ferguson has interesting insights when it comes to analysing the concepts ‘tradition’ and ‘modernity’.
In his book ‘Expectations of modernity: Myths and meanings of urban life on the Zambian Copperbelt’
(1999), he situates the ‘emergence’ of (the notion of) ‘modernity’ in the historical context of (social
scientific theories on) colonial capitalism, industrialisation and urbanisation.
viii
As a formal institution, dance therapy is said to have ‘originated’ in America in 1940.
vi
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that I observed and interviewed interact and ‘work’ with their clients – by this means uncovering a
diversity of recent and global issues which can be traced in the current, transforming setting of
Bangalore.
Before setting off for Bangalore, I had already contacted several women who were (or had
been) living and working in the cosmopolitan city as dance therapists, and who were willing to
see me.ix In order to enlarge my chances to meet people who could help me gain information for
my research, I had subscribed myself for an International Conference named ‘Building Bridges
for Wellness through Counselling and Psychotherapy’ in Bangalore. This Conference was
attended by (Indian and non-Indian) therapists, doctors, scientists and students, and was held in
the beginning of my stay there, more precisely from 9th until 11th January 2008. So feeling wellprepared, I left on 5th January 2008 to Bangalore with a research proposal which was approved
by the University Leiden, keeping the following research question in mind: ‘What is the meaning
of dance therapy for both dance therapists and their clients?’. Ultimately, while being in the field, I
changed bits and pieces of my proposal, but I never lost the focal point of my research out of
sight: the contemporary implementation and developments of dance therapy in Bangalore.
Notwithstanding the fact that I talked with a wide range of Bangalorian social workers, such as
drama therapists, counsellors, dancers and doctors, I mainly focus (the second part of) this piece
of writing upon four dance therapists and their clients/students.
The notion of dance therapy implies ‘a method, aimed at expressing and understanding deep
emotional experiences of an individual’. The Association for Dance Movement Therapy (ADMT)
UKx states that Dance Movement Therapy (DMT) ‘is founded on the principle that movement
reflects an individual’s patterns of thinking and feeling’. The practice of Dance Movement Therapy
implicates ‘both individual and group therapy in health, education and social service settings and
in private practice’. The dance therapy sessions are seen by therapists as a microcosm of reallife situations (Kashyap, 2005: 20). Changes that take place within these sessions are bound to
influence a person’s behaviour and actions in everyday situations as well. DMT does not use a
standard dance form or movement technique, but draw upon improvisation of the dance therapist
in relation with her/his client (Hanna, 2006: 187). The dance therapist can be defined as the
person who guides the client throughout the process by encouraging this person ‘to gain insight,
change behaviour, establish emotional contact with other humans, and release tension’ (Hanna,
2006: 186). A client or participant can be defined as the person who is ‘undergoing’ the dance
therapy session and therefore plays an important ‘active’ role in the process. The dance therapist
I focused my research purely on female dance therapists. As far as I know, there is currently one
male dance therapist active in Bangalore. Moreover, I only heard of female adults who see a dance
therapist. On the other hand, when it comes to children and teenage clients, both sexes were
represented (so also small boys participated in dance therapy sessions). Likewise, it is a customary
course in India for boys and men to practice classical dance styles.
x
I found these definitions on the following website of ADMT: www.admt.org.uk, last accessed on 31st
August 2008.
ix
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will adapt the contents of a session according to the clients’ personal needs or the overall needs
during a group session. Most dance therapists (also the ones I investigated in Bangalore) work
with a wide variety of clients – including people who are emotionally distressed, who have
physical, social and/or mental problems and who want to exercise movement as a means for
personal growth or stress-relief.
The ‘role’ that I took while doing my research in Bangalore changed over time of my stay, by
the day shifting from researcher and dancer to client and disciple. I arrived there with a passion
for dance, and a burning curiosity towards (learning) classical Indian dance. Furthermore, my
former study of Graduate in Psychology had shaped my interest on and had framed the way of
how I looked at the meaning of the notion ‘healing’ and ‘therapy’. As a result of the fact that I was
exposed to other points-of-view and other approaches when it came to doing ‘therapy’ during the
writing of my Bachelor thesis and my stay in Bangalore, my own perceptions changed as well. In
the end, it turned out that the position of an ‘anthropologist’ became the dominant role that I
started taking while being in the field – and not so much the ones of dancer, psychologist or
therapist.
By means of qualitative research, I discovered (some of) the driving forces behind dancing as
applied by dance therapists in Bangalore for healing and curative purposes of individuals, the
relationship between them and their clients, and how dance therapy is perceived by both agents.
I thereby kept in mind that dance ‘can serve as a vehicle through which individuals influence
social forces and behaviour’, by this means ‘reflecting what is and also influencing what might be’
(Hanna, 2004: 149). Since people have multiple identities, everyone might rely upon a different
set of beliefs and practices during difficult, stressful and/or traumatic times. Hanna (2004: 146)
stresses the fact that specific movement patterns which correlate with particular core emotional
syndromes vary culturally. Thus the implementation of dance therapy in India – and in this study,
more concretely Bangalore – needed to be placed within the societal and cross-cultural setting of
contemporary Indian practices and the creation of multicultural contacts.xi Following Hanna’s
further recommendations (2004: 152), I ‘consider the dance/movement therapy as a culture’.
Although she urges to study it by ‘comparing dance/movement therapy cultures as they exist
internationally’, I focus on the interaction of dance/movement therapy cultures as they interweave
in the local area of Bangalore. By this means, I try to grasp the significant role of dance therapy
as experienced by dance therapists and their clients, and set it off in the larger Indian societal
context. I hope to contribute towards a further understanding of the reasons why people find
dancing more and more important in contemporary ‘modern’ sceneries. In the end, it is my aim to
demonstrate that the appearance of dance therapy in India challenges earlier classical social

I see it as one of the duties of an anthropologist to investigate larger issues which are at stake while
studying local phenomena.
xi
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studies in which a dichotomous and taken-for-granted classification of ‘traditional’ versus ‘modern’
ought to correspond with reality.
Structure of Study
I have already mentioned that I used the following question as a start-off point for my
research: ‘What is the meaning of dance therapy for both dance therapists and their clients?’.
Investigating the contemporary implementation and developments of dance therapy in Bangalore,
I subdivide this thesis into two parts.
In the

FIRST PART,

entitled ‘Dance of the moral brigade’, I create a socio-economical framing in

which the people whom I danced, lived and talked with, reside and work. More concretely I give a
description of how dance and dance therapy can be situated in the contemporary transforming
scenery of Bangalore. During my stay in the cosmopolitan and modernising surroundings of
Bangalore, a ban was being imposed on dancing in pubs and discotheques where alcohol is
served. By diving deeper into an analysis of this dancing ban, I uncover a multiplicity of ideas and
assumptions that are dominating the Indians’ moral ideas and behaviours. With reference to
dance, therapy and dance therapy, I focus upon the Indians’ portrayal of body and self images,
their health care system, the changing socio-cultural developments in Bangalore (such as the
appearance of a middle-class) and other gender-and caste-related issues. Moreover, I examine
the ways in which notions like sickness, therapy and healing are looked at in the
Indian/Bangalorian setting. In this context, I have a deeper look at the ways in which the
contemporary modernising influences alter the importance that has been put upon communality
and family-values towards a growing idealisation of pursuing individual goals.
The largest part of the empirical information that I gathered during my research in Bangalore
can be found in the

SECOND PART

of this thesis. Inspired by Jungian psychoanalyst, poet and story-

teller Clarissa Pinkola Estés (1996: 504) when she says that ‘stories are medicine’, I have entitled
this second part: ‘Dances are medicine’. Throughout this part, I analyse the ways in which dance
therapy is being executed in the Bangalorian scene by distinguishing two different types of female
dance therapists in Bangalore. On the one hand, I investigate the dance therapeutic approaches
as executed by trained classical Kuchipudi dancer and performer, Vyjayanthi Kashi. On the other
hand, I focus upon three Indian female dancers who received a certificate in dance therapy in a
western country: Tripura Kashyap, Brinda Jacob and Arati Ayappa. I complete the stories of these
four dance therapists with personal experiences and accounts of their clients and students. By
doing so, I highlight and investigate the healing aspects of dance in the institutionalised form of
dance therapy in Bangalore. At the end of this second part, I present a schematic overview of the
four dance therapists that I have scrutinized (pp. 47), followed by a comparative conclusion.
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I end this thesis with a summary of the most important results of (the analysis of) my research
in a final chapter called ‘Holding the stage – Dance therapy in Bangalore: traditional or modern?’.
In this chapter, I reflect upon the notions of ‘tradition’ and ‘modernity’, as they are applicable to my
findings on dance therapy in Bangalore.
I have given my thesis the main title, ‘Dancing to eternal Bliss?’,xii for two reasons. On the one
hand (with reference to Indian dance), classical dance performances are very much linked to
religiosity. During tremendous performances, classical Indian dancers project themselves entirely
into the characters of Hindu Gods and Goddesses, thereby ‘adopting’ and even ‘becoming’ divine
personalities. On the other hand (with reference to dance therapy), it will become obvious to the
reader that a lot of these classically trained dancers are currently experimenting with new types of
dance styles (both in their therapeutic and their professional dance careers). As the meaning of
this title will become more apparent throughout the reading of this thesis, I will now turn to its first
part, in the process aiming to ‘demystify dance therapy in Bangalore’.

I have taken the saying ‘Dancing to Eternal Bliss’ out of a folder by Vyjayanthi Kashi in which she
makes publicity for one of her dance performances.
xii
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‘WHAT’S THE HARM IN DANCING?’: DANCING BAN IN BANGALORE
Matters that are ‘taboo’ or prohibited elsewhere in India, such as the wearing of sleeveless
shirts, drinking alcohol, or intersexual hand-holding, are gradually increasing in practice and
acceptance in Bangalore. The city is seen as ‘the capital of the nation’s pub culture’ (Kasbekar,
2005: 281), and in addition ‘fast-food joints, yuppie bars, sophisticated lounges and high-end
malls are the ever-changing flavours of the day’ (Lonely Planet, 2005: 805) ‘where the IT sector
workers go to unwind, to listen to music, and to drink’ (Kasbekar, 2006: 282). It is within this
setting that, during my stay in Bangalore, a ban was declared against dancing in pubs and
discotheques where alcohol is served. Throughout the month of February 2008, articles
concerning this dancing ban were published daily on the front pages of the Indian newspaper
‘The Times of India’ (TI). These articles were given titles like ‘Dance of the Moral Brigade’, ‘The
City doesn’t Rock Anymore’, ‘Hopping Mad in Bangalore’, and ‘Bangaloreans want Dance Floor
Back’. The inhabitants of Bangalore were asked to share their opinions concerning this ban, and
the Times’ view was clear-cut: ‘Bangalore, arguably India’s most modern city, doesn’t deserve
this – a city throbbing with the energy of its young, cannot be denied permission to dance’ (15th
February 2008). Also some of my Bangalorian friends shared their dislike of the ban towards me,
as quite a few spent their weekend nights dancing in the Bangalore’s bustling pubs and
discotheques. This ban on dancing resulted in a natural reaction of curiosity on my part, as I
found it quite peculiar that it was being imposed in a cosmopolitan, modern and in many ways
‘westernising’ city such as Bangalore. Hence lost in amazement, I started wondering about the
cause of this ban, and whether this event said something about Indian moral in general. 1
Moreover, by providing a deeper analysis of the underlying layers of the implementation of this
ban, I am able to locate the position of my research: Bangalorian female dance therapists and
their clients.
THE SCENE: ‘LIVE BANDS ARE DEAD, THE DANCE FLOORS ARE EMPTY’
Even though the cause of this ban was ambiguous in the beginning, TI quickly passed the
buck onto the ‘livebands’ – an Indian equivalent of Strip Clubs (with the difference that the women
dancing in livebands do not take off their clothes completely) – by stating that ‘it was the dog-inthe-manger attitude of live bands that triggered the virtual ban on dancing in Bangalore’ (17th
February 2008, titled ‘Blame it on Live Bands’). The story goes further explaining that after a
request of the state home department in Bangalore in December 2005 for livebands, cabarets
and discotheques to apply for new permits within six months – livebands felt explicitly targeted.
This analysis is based upon conversations I had with Bangaloreans (dancers and non-dancers),
complemented with information I took out of The Times of India newspaper.
1
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Not only were they incapable of fulfilling the strict conditions which were required for getting these
new licences (TI, 15th Feb. ’08), they also realised that this demand was specially created to
eradicate them out of the townscape. A senior police officer stated in TI of 17th February ’08 that
‘the livebands posed law and order problems’. He therefore remarks that it was not their (main)
intention to ban dancing in Bangalore – moreover, he even stresses that ‘dancing is not banned
in the city’ at all.
So what happened then, seeing that dancing was undeniably banned (yet for some short time
only) in the city? In order to gain permission to open their doors again, the livebands called out for
help from the bar association. When this association refused to lend a hand, the livebands started
a campaign in order to take their case to the Supreme Court. As a consequence of this riotous
situation, the Bangalorian governor and excise commissioner brought an old regulation to the
surface, namely the Karnataka Excise Licence General Conditions Rules of 1967, in which rule
11 prescribes that ‘no dancing, no get-together and no feast shall be allowed in the licensed
premises’.2 The Bangalorian police and the Excise Intelligence Bureau were said to have fined
three five-star hotels in January 2008 when dancing was noticed. An excise officer describes the
situation in TI of 17th February ’08 as following: ‘when we were under pressure to book cases, an
age old law (1967) came in handy’. Since most dancing occurs in pubs, that law became
applicable to many bars in Bangalore – hence the city was declared to be a ‘non dancing zone’.
DANCING INTO THE PRESENT: TRANSFORMATIONS IN BANGALORE3
This dancing ban in Bangalore obviously needs to be contextualised within the broader socioeconomical-historical perspective in which it occurred. Historically, the ways in how dancing has
being looked upon in Bangalore (and more broadly in India) has shown drastic transformations
due to the powerful forces that were dominant until the 1960s. More concretely did I find a link
between this recent dancing ban and the past idea of dancing being depicted as an act of
decadence, Indians linking it to immoral and egoistic behaviour of female dancers (in the past
these were the temple dancers or devadasis) and prostitutes, on whom I will elaborate more
profoundly later in this paper. The last decades though have seen new changes ae occurring, as
modernising influences are popping up within the Bangalorian scene. One of the most common
outcomes is the appearance of a ‘new’ economically significant group of middle-class consumers
in Bangalore. Due to the emergence of a popular mass culture on the one hand, and the
changing of Indian’s (male and female) socio-cultural roles on the other hand, a diversity of
‘traditional’ and ‘modern’ lifestyles are intertwining in multiple ways. One of the irreversible
This rule clearly contradicts itself, as the actual point of going to a bar or to a discotheque is to meet
up with friends and to party. By making the artificial statement that ‘no get-together and no feast shall
be allowed in the licensed premises’, it is obvious to me that the actual point of this rule is to prohibit
dancing.
3
The subtitle of this paragraph is inspired by the title of an article written by O. Whitmer ‘Dancing the
Past into the Present: Ruth St. Denis and Bharatanatyam’, which was published in February 2004 in
the Journal of Popular Culture.
2
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consequences of these developments is the creation of new opportunities for those who used to
believe this to be impossible: in this case, the Bangalorian women (0za, 2006: 11).
Of course, there’s also a drawback of these transformations. The strong tendencies of
urbanisation and modernisation in the Bangalorian metropolis have led to ‘new’ communal and
individual problems. Due to the increasing population, the daily traffic in Bangalore has developed
into a busy and risky business, the streets having become extremely polluted. One of the
consequences is the fact that ‘new’ health problems, such as stress, have arisen in the
Bangalorian scenery. Within this transforming scene, one notices that both these ‘new’ health
problems and the earlier existing mental and physical diseases ask for ‘new’ ways of curing.
Although the ‘traditional’ ways of ‘holistic’4 health care such as Ayurveda5 and Yoga6 are still very
much appreciated, classical western medicinal treatments have known an impressive ascent. As
a result, one can find eastern and western models of healing methods situated next to each other
on an average Bangalorian street.
Dancing has always been an important part of the Indian culture, as it is strongly connected to
the Indian communal and Hindu devotional life. But as a result of the arrival of ‘new’ media such
as television and Internet, and of the creation of ‘new’ possibilities for Indian women to earn
money and travel around the world, Indian dancers have come into contact with, and therefore
become influenced by, a diversity of ‘new’ dance styles. Another transformation that has occurred
is the fact that even though dance performances are still very much appreciated throughout India,
more ‘individual’ forms of dance are becoming apparent within the Indian scene. I already pointed
out a good example of this ‘individual dancing’ within the ‘modernising’ surroundings of the
cosmopolitan metropolis of Bangalore: in pubs and discotheques. The reaction of imposing a ban
makes it clear that the transformations occurring within this modernising scenery are not
welcomed by all.
My research needs to be situated against the backgrounds of both this intertwinement of a
diversity of influences and the gradual shifting towards individual beyond communal needs. I was
very much surprised by the rising of a ‘new’ form of individual healing in Bangalore, namely:
healing through dancing. This curative method, which originated in America, has become
institutionalised under the notion of ‘Dance Therapy’.
To make the above arguments clear, I first turn my attention towards the setting in which I
conducted my research, namely Bangalore. I will shift from a socio-historical-economical
Within social scientific literature, the usage of the term ‘holistic’ is being questioned and criticised.
Bernier (1983: 22) remarks that ‘the approaches to medical care defined as ‘holistic health’ represent
a significant societal response to traditional western medicine’.
5
Ayurveda is ‘the name given to a complex of South Asian healing practices that have been traced
back as far as 600 B.C.’ (Langford, 1995: 330).
6
Simply put, Yoga is ‘the suspension of the fluctuations of thought’ (Morley, 2001: 74), as the goal of
its practice is to achieve ‘a state of pure consciousness’ (Morley, 2001: 79). Thus, exercising Yoga is
‘an ideal method of relaxation and energising’ (Menen, 2005: 99). It is said to have originated in India
over 5000 years ago.
4
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portrayal of India towards the actual surroundings of Bangalore. By doing so, I am able to situate
the female dance therapists and their female students and clients.
1. THE BIRTH OF ‘NEW LIBERAL INDIAN MIDDLE-CLASS WOMEN’
From the time when the Indians gained independence in 1947, they have embraced
economic liberalisation as a means of achieving rapid economic growth and employment
opportunities. As a result of the fact that agriculture was left largely in private hands, Indian
competitiveness became a strong aspect of economics. Processes of nationalizing private
enterprises, implemented by Prime Minister Mrs. Indira Gandhi during the 1970s as a means to
increase productivity, brought even more economic imbalances and economical crises with it.
Corruption was also a constant feature in economical politics. The one group of citizens who
benefited the most from these economic transformations were the Industrial bourgeoisie (Oza,
2006: 11).
During the 1980s, Rajiv Gandhi imposed more structural changes in the Indian economy,
which resulted in further liberalisation of state control and regulations. The reformations that were
made under his rule led towards the appearance of a consumer goods economy, again in the
advantage of an upper middle class and elite group of Indian citizens. A great amount of middle
class became noticeable in the Indian urban setting during this period. Oza (2006: 12)
nevertheless stresses the fact that, even though concrete and reliable demographic numbers are
missing, these groups of elite consumers need to be seen in their diversity. He therefore
addresses them as ‘middle classes’, and defines them as ‘the petty bourgeoisie of traders, small
businessmen, and those in service occupations – especially in government jobs’. Kaskebar
(2006: 6) notices that these middle classes became the possessors of a ‘growing amount of
disposable incomes’.
Another big switch in the Indian economical situation came about due to the neoliberal
policies of reform implemented in 1991. It was then that the Indian market opened up to foreign
trade under force of western institutional leaders such as the International Monetary Fund and the
World Bank. Consequently, a new sort of popular mass culture came to the fore: television, radio,
newspapers, magazines, music and sports became manifest in Indian urban areas, such as
Bangalore, through the augmentation of advertising budgets by large companies. Another
important result of the previous developments was a changing of the Indian lifestyle towards
‘metropolitan consumerism’ (Kaskebar, 2006: 8). The ways in which this ‘new’ India could be
imaged, centred itself merely around ‘the middle class family’, which became an icon of ‘the core
of a community and a nation-space of plenty’ (Chakravarty & Gooptu; in: Oza, 2006: 13).
Likewise, Indian citizens saw ‘global consumption’ as a primary means for ‘liberation’ and
‘enfranchisement’ (Chakravarty & Gooptu; in: Oza, 2006: 13).
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The following economical and political developments have led to the creation of a new type
of image of ‘Indian women’. The middle class groups were, apart from their economical interests,
also prevailingly active within the Indian political arena. Oza (2006: 14) remarks that a strong
connection can be drawn between the middle classes and Hindu nationalists, reaching back to
the early twentieth century, as most of the former groups were upper caste and Hindu. Ever since
the 1980s, Hindu rightwing nationalists have been gaining power throughout India. Their main
striving has always aimed at reforming the Indian public space into a ‘Hindu space’ (Oza, 2006:
14). For instance in 1981, the VHP (World Hindu Council) organised processions on a national
scale thereby involving large groups of pilgrims in it. Not only did religion become an enhanced
facet of subjectivity but the caste system was also subject to strong forces of created junctions.
The influence of Hindu national movements gradually impacted governmental and public
matters.7 When for instance a law was executed by the National Front government stating that
’27 percent of all jobs under the direct and indirect control of the central government would be
reserved for ‘Other Backward Castes’ (OBCs)’, upper castes and middle class students publicly
and vigorously protested against it. This event makes clear that these Hindu nationalists were
strongly committed in dominating the public working space.
So it is exactly within the formation of the ‘new’ liberal Indian nation that gender roles have
become altered. Especially Indian women were given new social roles within the patriarchal
Indian setting, since they were charged with the duty of ‘embodying the nation’s modernity’ (Oza,
2006: 13). Even though they have been given the possibility of becoming professional career
women since the 1980s, the familial and marital responsibilities are as strongly as ever resting
upon women. These changing ‘gender subjectivities’ are created and reinforced within Indians’
public spaces – more exactly by the explosive propagation of ‘popular cultural archives such as
cinema, television, radio, spectacles, and the print medium’ (Oza, 2006: 22). At the same time as
being depicted throughout Indian media as ‘self-assured, independent, rich and fashionable’ and
therefore as the paragons of globalisation, these ‘new’ types of Indian women were also
restrained from being ‘too’ modern (Oza, 2006: 13). It is in this context that Kakar & Kakar (2007:
42) write the following about the double, and many times clashing, roles of these ‘liberated’ Indian
women: ‘Caught in the cross-fire of ideologies that seek to defend the traditional vision of Indian
womanhood and those that seek to free her from the inequities of religiously sanctioned
patriarchies, the modern Indian woman is engaged in a struggle between two opposing forces in
her psyche as she seeks to reconcile traditional ideals with modern aspirations.’
Of course, the making public of this new gender alteration has also been bumping against
frontiers drawn by the state, secular organisations and political parties such as the Hindu Right.
The publicising of images concerning these ‘new liberal Indian women’ which were considered to
Another scheme that was created by the Hindu Right, namely one with the intention of winning the
‘lower caste’ groups to the Right wing’s side, was the shifting towards a political imagination dominated
by a Hindu versus Muslim divide (Oza, 2006: 15). In 1991, the Hindu Right took the prominent position
of being the largest opposition party throughout India.
7
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go against the creation of a ‘unified Indian (Hindu) culture’, are strongly criticised and even
censured from the Indian street scene. Since the liberal female Indians are depicted as
autonomous consuming and sexual agents, this ‘moral panic’ is mainly caused by the public
displaying of women’s sexuality. Consequently, judgements such as ‘obscene’ and ‘vulgar’
became adhered onto the disclosure of women’s bodies within the Indian society (Oza, 2006: 23).
Indian cinematic narratives clearly exemplify the inconsistencies that have been opposed
upon women. Bollywood films, for instance, highlight the contemporary inner struggles that these
new liberal Indian women undergo in their attempt to strive for a balance in between both
‘traditional’ and ‘modern’ expectations. Oza (2006: 31) points out that these Indian movies show
‘the dangers of western cultural intrusion’, as this is ‘symbolised by provocative attire, smoking, or
drinking’. It is up to the Indian women to ‘resist’ these threats by taking on ‘their imperative role as
mother and nurturer’. Likewise, one must only recall the example of the dancing ban in Bangalore
in order to grasp a further understanding of the above mentioned points. A clear association can
be drawn between the bodily exposure of the dancing girls in livebands and thoughts of immoral
behaviour of Indian women. Bangalorian authoritative agents such as the Bangalorian police and
the Excise Intelligence Bureau felt ‘obliged’ to use an ancient law in order to ‘save’ the
Bangalorian cultural sovereignty. At the same time as acting out of strong nationalist tendencies,
the threats of ‘cultural globalisation’ – which according to Oza (2006: 45) are mainly understood
as ‘western’ – crucially needed to be fought against (see below).
This example clearly proves that this ‘new’ Indian national identity has also been ‘produced’ in
the Bangalorian site. Also within the expanding and modernising setting of Bangalore, a ‘new’
liberal Indian woman’s identity is continuously being created by means of the explicit usage of
cultural narratives in media representations. More specifically does the ‘average Bangalorian
middle class woman’ whom I conversed with show a high awareness of the fact that she needs to
meet up with these ‘new, and in many ways conflicting, roles. Especially seeing the economic and
social transformations that are now taking place, the use of terms such as ‘traditional’ and
’modern’, ‘old’ and ‘new’, and ‘Indian’ and ‘western’ are omnipresent in the public sphere as well
as in the most private, sacred and vulnerable space, namely the home (Oza: 2006: 46). The
female dance therapists and their clients I talked with, danced with and/or lived with are to be
positioned against the backdrop of the versatile field that is now Bangalore.
The

largest

industries

in

Bangalore

are

the

information

technology

(IT)

and

telecommunication services, established during the decade of the 1990s (Kasbekar, 2006: 6),
and more recently, biotechnology industries (Nair, 2007: 18). These developments lie at the basis
of the enormous population increase that Bangalore has known since Indian independence. What
was once a ‘lush, green, pleasant retirement town for middle-class Indians’, inhabited by 800,000
people in 1951, ‘skyrocketed’ towards a cosmopolitan city with 6.5 million citizens in the year
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2001 (Kasbekar, 2006: 6). The transformation of this big city (also nicknamed the ‘Garden City’)
into a major metropolis (the Lonely Planet mentions it to be rather a ‘Traffic City’) 8 has had ‘a
great impact on the customs and lifestyle industries in the area’ of Bangalore (Kasbekar, 2006: 6).
A quite dejected description concerning these sweeping developments in Bangalore, connected
with the experiences that Bangalorian citizens informed me of, was given in a local Indian
newspaper Deccan Herald on 4th December 1961 (in: Nair, 2007: 77):
‘The beauty of the city is already becoming a thing of the past, due to continued
neglect. Because of the huge growth of population and the Government’s failure to take
necessary measure in time to meet the city’s growing needs, new slums have sprung
up to add to the growing squalor. Lack of proper planning and lax supervision over
building activity have resulted in haphazard growth on every side and the emergence
of ugly structures all over the city. The miserable condition of the roads, their poor
lighting, the sad state of the parks, once the pride of the city, and the general
appearance of neglect and disrepair which the city wears have their own sad story to
tell.’

It is due to the increasing traffic, the adversative and highly pressuring roles as opposed upon
middle-class women (both professional and domestic), and the busy daily working schedule (for
instance characterised by expanding working hours) – just to name a few – that the need for
health and stress care has been increasing in Bangalore during the latest decades. I will now dive
deeper into the Indian viewpoints on health and therapy, and locate this into the Bangalorian field.
2. HEALTH AND THERAPY IN INDIAN PERSPECTIVE
Throughout this chapter, I will make clear that, not only within the public but also within the
Indian private and personal spaces, shifts are taking place. Kakar and Kakar (2007: 4) connect
an ‘Indian’ identity – more generally, ‘Indian-ness’ – with the Hindu worldview. They state that,
notwithstanding the contemporary modernising influences, Indians still tend to show a very strong
‘Indian’ image of ‘connectedness’ (Kakar and Kakar, 2007: 4) or ‘communalism’ (Laungani, 2004:
62). Under this notion, I understand the strong feeling of solidarity that Indians share towards
each other. Also during my stay in India, it became obvious to me that the average Indian citizen
has (in one way or another) a strong sense of belonging to a network of social relationships and
of being part of something larger than her/himself. In this domain, Laungani (2004: 62)
emphasises that the ‘Indian society, not unlike other eastern societies, is family-based and
community centred’. He exemplifies this statement by noting that Indians ‘often use the collective
pronoun ‘we’ in their everyday speech’, which ‘signifies the suppression of one’s individual ego
into the collective ego of one’s family or community’.9
For the explanation of the Indian health discourse, I tend to follow this romanticised idea of an
Indian worldview being related to the idea of ‘connectedness’.10 It is a fact that Indian society is
Source: Lonely Planet, 2005: 805.
Laungani (2004: 62) remarks that by speaking in this ‘collective voice of others’, the individual is
given approval by her/his community.
10
One must put this into perspective, as the Indian reality also shows a lot of separatism, a good
example being the Muslim-Hindu conflict.
8
9
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still dominantly populated by Hindus, as they constitute over eighty per cent of the Indian
population (Kakar, 2001: 6). At the same time, Kakar (2001: 174) mentions that especially among
the middle-class, educated and urban Indians, individualistic tendencies are to be found.
According to him, ‘Indians (…) are capable of conceiving and desiring a self free of all
attachments and relationships’. I will now make clear that the dominant idea of ‘belonging’, as
situated against the background of the contemporary ‘individualising’ trend, is very much linked
onto the ways in which sickness and ill-health are perceived, approached and treated in Indian
society.
INDIAN HEALTH AND BODY IMAGE: AYURVEDA AND YOGA PRACTICES
Therapy and healing in India must be seen in the space in which the Ayurvedic philosophy is
an important component of an Indian’s psyche, in which Yoga plays a central part in many
people’s daily practices, and in which the notion of ‘becoming one with nature and the self’ is
more acknowledged than i.e. in most western countries. For this matter, one first needs to grasp
a basic understanding of the Indian Ayurvedic medical practices, as it is known for its ‘holistic’
healing method, aiming to integrate and balance the body, mind, and spirit11 – in addition to
‘conceiving the body and person as fluid and penetrable, engaged in a continuous interchange
with the social and natural environment’ (Langford, 1995: 330).
Because of the fact that ‘the average Indian’ sees the body (and therefore ‘the self’) 12 as
linked to the environment, they are apt to perceive ‘illness’ and ‘diseases’ within the perspective
of ‘connectedness’ as well. As a result of this belief system, illnesses are many times assigned
more than one cause – especially with those cases that are not easily treatable – ranging from
‘Gods and spirits’, to ‘community and family, food and drink, personal habits and character, (…)
biological infection, social pollution and cosmic displeasure’ (Kakar, 2001: 169). Ayurveda is
therefore not only a medical way of looking at illnesses, but an Indian way of seeing daily life
events, its causes and its solutions. Likewise, Kakar & Kakar (2007: 132) remark that many
Indians are inclined to obtain a rather ‘transactional view’ on wellbeing, ill-health being regarded
as ‘a disturbance of harmony between the body and its environment that needs to be corrected
and balance restored’.
The Ayurvedic view on causes of ill-health cannot be given in a straight-lined definition, but
rather needs to be seen from a circular viewpoint:
‘Prana is inseparable from pure consciousness or God. This pure consciousness is the
substratum of all existence and therefore the pure nature of every being. (…) With the
Also anthropologist Obeyeskere emphasises that ‘without some awareness of the theory of
Ayurveda medicine, it is not possible for us to understand much of what goes on in the minds of men
in the South Asian world’ (in: Kakar, 2007: 111).
12
In contrast to a clearly ‘closed’ private character (which is so common among western citizens),
Indian people tend to experience their personalities rather as ‘open’, ‘compound’ and ‘divisible’ (or also
‘dividual’) (Kakar, 2001: 196, & Lamb, 2000: 31).
11
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advent of ignorance, we make poor decisions and the pranas are disturbed. This
disturbance imbalances the metabolism which causes the digestion to malfunction. Our
food turns toxic and sickness results.’ (Atreya, 2006: 12)

To put things simply, in Ayurveda, a disease is seen as a result of an imbalance in the three
humors (or doshas), namely kapha (controller of growth), pitta (governing the metabolic system)
and vata (regulating body functions associated with breathing, circulation of blood and beating of
the heart) – every person holding these three doshas, but usually one prevailing the others. 13
From the moment a dosha becomes disturbed (as a consequence of predisposing causes such
as mentioned above), it acts on the bodily dathus – which are the seven physiological elements
of the essence (rasa) of food (e.g. blood, flesh, bone, fat, marrow, semen). The end result will be
the creation of a disease (Kakar & Kakar, 2007: 113-4).
PERCEPTIONS ON HEALING IN BANGALORE
I was amazed by the abundance of health and medication centres that I ran into in Bangalore.
For example, just while walking on one of the main roads in an area called Indiranagar, I detected
two Ayurvedic centres, three pharmacies, and two western medical doctors which were
established there, furthermore locating a bunch of counselling practices in that same
neighbourhood. While thumbing in the yellow pages of Bangalore on the Internet,14 I found 465
religious spiritual centres, under which 61 Yoga centres, 6 massage centres, 25 physiotherapists,
and 447 Ayurvedic health centres in Bangalore alone.
Even though Ayurveda is still very much visible in public Bangalorian spaces, loads of other
treatment options such as meditation, positive treatment, counselling through Internet,
mindfulness and dance therapy (to which I will return in detail) are currently presenting
themselves in that same area. With the arrival of western medicine and the emergence of a
worldwide interest in Ayurvedic therapy, the ways in which diseases are being looked upon are
also subject to big transformations. As a result, Ayurvedic knowledge of treatments and
medicines is becoming more and more commercialized and standardized towards both Indian
and non-Indian (mainly urban middle class) consumers (Kakar & Kakar, 2007: 112). I heard
several Bangaloreans stating that fewer people are interested in purely consulting an Ayurvedic
doctor, as these kinds of treatments are very much time-consuming, and do not deliver a quick-fix
recovery (which western medication apparently does in many of the cases). The average
Bangalorian citizen will use a combination of several curing methods, combining western and
Indian philosophies with Yoga exercises and dietary programs.15
In Ayurveda, every person gets the label of a certain ‘type’ according to the predominating dosha – a
person therefore being called a ‘kapha’, ‘pitta’, or ‘vata’ type (Kakar & Kakar, 2007: 114).
14
Source (URL): yellowpages.sulekha.com/Bangalore, last accessed on 9th December 2007.
15
Kakar (2007: 112) notices that ‘classical’ Ayurvedic doctors cannot support (the changing) western
theories of diseases, as these run counter to the very basics that lie beneath the (unchanging
character of) Ayurvedic ancient wisdoms (see earlier).
13
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At a certain moment during my research while staying with dance guru, Kuchipudi
choreographer and dance therapist Vyjayanthi Kashi, I was physically feeling very weak because
of an upset stomach after a harsh week of travelling back and forth through Karnataka. Because
of that, I started responding in (an over-reaction of) panicking and haunted feelings and thoughts.
As I asked Kashi whether I could go and see a doctor, she told me that she believed I was in
good health while stating that (many of) our emotions are created by ‘the mind’. This is a very
‘Indian’ manner of looking at the origins of diseases and the ways in which they can be resolved.
The Ayurvedic doctors whom I interviewed in Bangalore also advise their clients to do Yoga
exercises, in addition to natural medication, dietary prescriptions, oil massages and instructions
concerning appropriate behaviour and actions. Against this background, Kashi also shared the
following with me:
‘Yogene Chitasya
Padena Vacham
Malam Savreerasya
Cha Vaidya Kenam
Yoga Karo Tham
Pravaram Muneenam
Patanjalim Pranjalim Prana Tosmin’

Translated:
‘Yoga is to unite the body and the mind
Within your body, there is a doctor
So unite your body and mind
And follow this
Have faith in that it will heal’

As a consequence of these Indian ideas of ‘connected-ness’ (with reference to self and body
images, family values, and religious belief systems), the very act of going to a therapist is (still)
seen as a ‘weakness’. In Indian society, communal emotions such as sympathy and shame are
put above individualistic emotions such as anger and guilt. Likewise, a high value is placed upon
family values, while continuously striving for support, love and help of others: ‘The first conscious
or pre-conscious thought in the Indian mind is, ‘How happy and proud my family will be!’’ (Kakar &
Kakar, 2007: 200). Consequently, ‘individual’ tendencies are publicly denounced within the Indian
society, and are therefore seen as ‘private’ matters to be remained indoors. This especially affects
Indian women’s spaces since ‘public and private spaces are gendered such that the domain of
the home and the private is predominantly considered women’s place, where culture is fostered’
(Oza, 2006: 46). I already emphasised that the ways in which Indian women are portrayed in the
media has a strong impact upon their experiences and ideas concerning the world wherein they
live and the obligations that they are apt to follow. Moreover, especially when focusing upon the
modelling of the ‘new’ liberalising middle class Indian women, globalising and therefore ‘western’
influences are seen as threatening the Indian nation. In this context, I have already referred to a
ban that was put upon dancing in Bangalorian pubs in the introduction of this part. I will now turn
to a socio-historical description of dance in the Indian setting. By doing so, I will demonstrate the
linkage between ideas of immorality, the exposure of the feminine body as connected to
nationalistic thoughts, and the historically developed disapproval of sensual and sexual
manifestations in the Indian/Bangalorian setting.
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3. DANCE AND SPIRITUALITY: A TRANSFORMING DANCE CULTURE IN INDIA
Dance serves a wide spectrum of both individual and social purposes, functions and effects,
ranging from purely entertainment to emotional expression, play, employment, ceremonies,
authorities and art. Since dance has a flexible and extensive character, and therefore fits into a
diversity of personal and social frameworks, it is not easy to find an all-encompassing definition of
it. Hanna (1979: 19) however took up the challenge, and defined ‘dance’ as ‘(…) human
behaviour composed, from the dancer’s perspective, of purposeful, intentionally rhythmical, and
culturally patterned sequences of nonverbal movements other than ordinary motor activities, the
motion (in time, in space, and with dynamics) having inherent and aesthetic value’. What is
missing in Hanna’s definition though, is the actuality of dances being created and expressed
within a certain society, at a certain moment in time.
Anyone who has ever felt it themselves, or who have been lucky enough to observe or
discover it together with others (for instance in a group ceremony or during a dance
performance), knows that ‘spiritual’ characteristics are to be discovered underneath the very act
of dancing and that these aspects can become revealed only through experience and practice.
Especially in India, the fusion between dance and spirituality is very much being embraced
(Hanna, 1988: 97). Religious Indian Hindus believe that Brahma, the supreme god of Hinduism,
distilled four different sensory essences from the four Vedas, which are the divine texts of undying
knowledge originated in the Vedic times (1500-600 B.C.): recitation, song, drama and taste
(Kersenboom & Natavar, 2000: 507). The following extract gives a good description of the origins
of dance:16
‘The gods needed entertaining. They requested the most learned among the, Brahma,
who created the Universe itself, to invent something to help them get over their
boredom. Brahma, with the help of Sarawati, the goddess specially devoted to higher
learning and the arts, enlisted Bharata Muni’s support in writing the fifth veda, or
Natyashastra, a guidebook on drama, dance and music. Thus readied, they collectively
presented their work to an august audience comprising Brahma, Vishnu and Mahash –
the holy Hindu Trinity – and the response they received made them feel their efforts
were fruitful. The gods were entertained, but more importantly, they realised that this
was the ideal way for them to be represented and depicted on earth. Through the
medium of dance and music, human beings could understand the concepts of good
and evil, moral and immoral, temporary and permanent. Since then, legend has is,
India has danced.’ (Khokar, 2004: vi)

Up until today, dancers kinetically portray these ancient Veda texts, which were principally
constructed by males into scriptural texts, major epics, and legends (Hanna, 1988: 109). As
words, sounds, forms and actions are still entangled in traditional Indian theatre, Kersenboom
and Natavar (2000: 507) underline that this leads to the Indian reality that ‘dance is drama, and
drama is dance; both emerging from sound, from musical structure and sensibility, as ever fresh
as the human psyche itself’. Indian dance still embraces erotic, sexual and devotional main
This description corresponds to the ways in which the classical Indian dancers that I talked with
explain the origins of dance as well.
16
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features (Hanna, 1988: 98). British colonialism, though modified the ethical values looked upon in
public by the Brahmin caste in India in the late 1800s (Whitmer, 2004: 499), resulting in the
dwindling open expression of Hindu sexuality (Hanna, 1988: 113).
INDIAN DANCE REVIVAL: NATIONALIST CLAIMS FOR ‘AUTHENTICITY’ IN INDIAN DANCE
Academics have pointed out that the so-called typically ‘classical’, ‘traditional’ and ‘Indian’
dances in India were ‘created’17 and ‘reinvented’ by nationalists who had been seeking for India’s
‘indigenous’ roots during the 1930s (Erdman, 1996: 293). Contemporary social scientific literature
mentions that this transformation of dance in South India – which took place during the beginning
of the twentieth century in post-independence India under the notion of the ‘renaissance’, ‘revival’
or ‘indigenous rediscovery’ of Indian dance – was being included in and cultivated by the Indian
nationalist movement, which at its turn was intensely affected by European Orientalist thought
and Victorian morality (Allen, 1997: 94), ‘‘promoting the concept that classical arts helped unite
India culturally’ while ‘fears of unruly and fissiparous regionalism were met by giving particular
regional forms of classical arts national recognition’ ’ (Erdman, 1983: 262; in Hanna, 1988: 113).
Nowadays, these ‘classical dances’ offer dancers in India the capacity to express their Indian
identities and respect through performances.
The process of the creation and re-creation of ‘authentic’ Indian dances and ‘cultures’
continues to be determined by social researchers, Indian dancers, influential representatives, but
also ‘tourists’ and dancers from abroad. To clarify this point further, the notion of ‘possessive
individualism’ introduced by Macpherson (1962; in Handler, 1986: 4) is of important use. The
authentic claim-makings of Indian dances can be seen as cultural constructs made by modern
agents, in this case Indian nationalists, who by this means were trying to prove the credibility of
national and individual beings. Handler (1986: 2) underlines that anthropologists are by the same
token constructing ‘cultures’, consequently stressing that ‘authenticity’ is a function of ‘possessive
individualism’, which, as a principal variant of modern ideology, makes individual existence reliant
upon the ownership of private belongings: ‘in the ideology of ‘possessive individualism, (…) the
existence of a national collectivity depends upon the ‘possession’ of an authentic culture, (…) a
culture which is original to its possessors’ (Handler, 1986: 4).
The most familiar example of a ‘classical Indian dance’ form in South-India, is Bharata
Natyam (literally translated ‘Indian dance-art’).18 This dance style evolved out of nautch or temple
17

Allen (1997: 79) for instance stresses that a ‘new’ deity of dance got emphasised during the revived
period: an ancient form of the god Shiva (the Hindu God of destruction) who is indigenous to South
India, namely Nataraja, became on the one hand a patron deity for dance and on the other hand a
subject for portrayal in dance.
18
The origins of the movements and techniques practised in the solo style of Bharata Natyam are
connected to the ekaharya lasyanga in the Natyasastra and to ancient temple sculptures, as stated not
only by the Indian dancers and their spectators but also by earlier dance scholars. The term of
‘Bharata Natyam’ is depicted as being created by scholar and critic V. Rhagavan in his attempt of
‘distancing the art from terms associated with the devadasis, a hereditary caste of female dancers,
and with temple prostitution’ (Schechner, 1991: 207; in Withmer, 2004: 499).
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dancing, the dance being only performed by devadasis or temple dancers, and during the revival
period it was transformed from an ‘untouchable’ lower-caste activity to a national art form and a
school practice taught by guru’s to young, upwardly, mobile and high-class women of
marriageable age (Allen, 1997: 94). Important Indian and non-Indian figures who have played a
large part in the ‘revival’ period (1930s-1940s) of Bhaharata Natyam by giving this classical dance
form tremendous prestige and international fame, are both South-Indian dancers, such as
Rukmini Devi, and American dancers, such as Ruth St. Denis and Ted Shawn (Allen, 1997: 91).
At that time, dancing had become to be depicted as ‘crude’ and ‘vulgar’. Likewise, the devadasis
themselves were considered to be ‘corrupt’ and to have desecrated the representation of Indian
dance. Through the agency of these middle-class female dancers, this image of Indian dance
forms as ‘immoral’ was being replaced by one that was submitted to ‘sophistication and refined
taste’ (Allen, 1997: 79). Within this domain, Allen (1997: 79) for instance points out that ‘cultural
workers like E. Krishna Ayyar and Rukmini Devi moved dance deliberately out of the temple to
what they felt would be a more respectable home on the secular stage’.
SHORT RETURN TO THE DANCING BAN
So how is the above information connected to the contemporary location whereupon I
subjected my study, namely: what is the role that Indian dance takes within the Bangalorian
setting – and how can this be linked to the ways in which dancing has been looked upon
throughout the latest decades? I will therefore turn back to the event of the dancing ban that was
implemented during the period of my research in Bangalore. Even though it seemed at first as if
there is no ‘direct’ link between the dissipated devadasis inheritance (when allied to dance) and
the ban that was put upon public dancing in discotheques in Bangalore, it became obvious that
the past reminiscences are not to be erased from the Indian minds. The Karnataka Excise
Licence General Conditions Rules of 1967 which states that no dancing shall be allowed in
places where alcohol is served, was created some 50 years ago against the background whereas
dancing was still seen as rather disgraceful and shameful. The fact that the authoritative
administrators refer to a rule originated in 1967, and even prohibit dancing in Bangalore, can
already establish a conclusive proof of the above made hypothesis. This dancing ban then clearly
shows a clear connection between thoughts of immorality so as to achieve ‘individual pleasure’
while dancing – and this is exactly what is seen to be unfavourable in a society in which
communal values are of primary importance.
DANCE THERAPY IN BANGALORE: INDIVIDUALITY OR COMMUNALITY?
Throughout the previous paragraphs, I have clearly set the stage against which the focal point
of my research could be positioned. In the introduction, I already emphasised that dance therapy,
which has its roots in America, is becoming more and more popular in present-day urban India,
as it is subject to multiple transformations. Due to the economic liberalization and the entrance of
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visual media, ‘modernising’ and ‘globalising’ influences have come to dominate not only the
Indian public domain but also the more intimate sphere of the Indians’ homes ever since the
1990s. In this context, the appearance of dance therapy in Bangalore can be seen as a ‘new’
phenomenon. I emphasised in this domain that one of the most fundamental indications of
‘modernity’ is the fact that ‘authenticity’ is established by individual representatives. One instance
of this statement is the politically active nationalistic agents in India, more concretely: the Hindu
Right. They tended to equate globalisation with ‘westernisation’ and saw this as a threat for the
‘Indian nation’ as a whole. Oza (2006: 30) draws an obvious line in between the Hindu Right’s
rise to power, the economical liberalizing influences and its impact upon upper caste, middle and
elite class women as being ‘actively consuming subjects’, and these women’s identity creation.
That is, the former group deliberately created the image of the ‘new liberalised Indian woman’,
turning it into a national icon for ‘appropriate’ Indian behaviour. These female groups of
consumers are thereby simultaneously burdened with changing and often conflicting individual
and social roles – seeing that they are being displayed in Indian media (such as television and
advertisements) as ‘a modern woman who is aware of the ‘world around her’’, while ‘at the same
time conscious of her role as a mother and wife’ (Oza, 2006: 31).
The ‘classical Indian dances’ showed a similar ambivalence. These dance forms have been
‘revived’ by Indian nationalist agents during the beginning of the twentieth century in postindependence India. These high-caste agents attempted to reconfirm an ‘authentic Indian
identity’. At the same time, they themselves were already strongly influenced by European
Orientalist thought and Victorian morality. In the deliberate process of mixing and (re)creating socalled ‘traditional’ and ‘modern’, ‘individual’ and ‘communal’, ‘old’ and ‘new’, and ‘western’ and
‘Indian’ facets, images of ‘Indian-ness’ – or of an ‘Indian identity’ – are continuously being
(re)created.
So what is to be understood under the notion of ‘Indian-ness’, or: which Indian features were
noticeable at the time of my research in Bangalore when related to dance? A strong connection
was to be uncovered between the Indian body images and religious belief systems, values and
norms – seeing that spirituality and divinity have penetrated into nearly every facet of Indian life.
Likewise, the importance of dance in India lies to a great extent in its embedding in the Hindu
faith (Hanna, 1988: 97), the body also being depicted as ‘the temple of the living god’ (Kakar,
2001: 162). Because mental representations of ‘the body’ are not as much individually as they are
culturally shaped, the Indian body images can be depicted as ‘less differentiated from the
environment and engaged in a ceaseless transaction with it’. Similarly, Indians tend to perceive
‘the self’ as intertwined with the environment in which they operate. As a result, communal
functions of dance turn out to be much more appreciated in the Indian society when comparing it
with the other edge in which a focus is merely put upon individual orientations.
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As some of the dance therapists whom I investigated in Bangalore apply dance for healing
and curative purposes of individuals, in dance therapeutic notions also referred to as their
‘clients’, I drew my attention relating to my research to both groups of individuals. In the second
part of this thesis, I will set forth narrative accounts of four specific Bangalorian female dance
therapists and (the interaction with) their clients. By this means, I will make more clear that the
Indian female dance therapists whom I talked and lived with, are rooted in the growing group of
Bangalorian middle-class women. Furthermore, the growing appearance of dance therapy
throughout the world, and particularly in India, can be seen as a premise towards the rejection of
the representation of totalizing oppositions such as ‘traditional’ versus ‘modern’.
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PART TWO – DANCES ARE MEDICINE

DANCE THERAPEUTIC APPROACHES IN BANGALORE
Jungian psychoanalyst, poet and story-teller Clarissa Pinkola Estés (1996: 15) has become
well-known for stating the simple but genuine insight that ‘stories are medicine’.19 She
emphasises that the healing power of stories can only be felt by those who open their mind, ears
and soul to them, as stories ‘do not require that we do, be, act anything – we need only listen’.
She continues by saying that ‘the remedies to repair or reclamation of any lost psychic drive are
contained in stories’. Likewise, ‘stories are embedded with instructions which guide us about the
complexities of life’. Enfolded into the contemporary modernising surroundings of Bangalore,
Indian dancers are in the continuous process of deliberately wrapping ancient stories and dances
into contemporary packages. Due to these progressive trends, a mixture of influences are
heaping upon the women I studied in Bangalore. Simultaneously, traditional and modern, Indian
and western, old and new, and communal and individual developments and evolutions are taking
place – leaving every Bangalorian citizen with a large possibility of various options out of which
she/he can choose at random. And it is exactly against the background of these interweavements
of preferences and influences, that the appearance of dance therapy as it exists today in
Bangalore can be positioned. More concretely do I set forth the experiences and perceptions that
explicitly were articulated by the Bangalorian middle-class women on whom I focused this
research: creative dance therapists and their clients and/or students.20 I will furthermore analyse
the therapeutic dance and movement techniques that these women use and the ways in which
these methods impact their clients.
During my stay in Bangalore, I came across two, in many ways contrasting, types of ‘dance
therapists’. On this basis, I reformulated my research question from an interest in the meaning of
dance therapy for Indian dance therapists and their clients, towards making a distinction between
these dance therapeutic approaches. On the one hand was a group of professional Indian
dancers who use Indian dance as a means for healing. On the other hand was a group of Indian
dancers who had received an education in dance therapeutic methods in a western country, using
dance and movement as a means of psychotherapy. Both groups refer to their healing practices
as ‘dance therapy’, but clear distinctions are to be made between their individual approaches. In
this second part, I describe and analyse the life and work of both group of women, their enlacing
Clarissa Pinkola Estés is a contadora. In the Latina tradition, this means that she is a keeper of old
stories. She has become very famous with the writings of her book ‘Women Who Run With the
Wolves: Myths and Stories of the Wild Woman Archetype’ (1996), on which I base the information here
given.
20
In order to widen my outlook concerning visions on dance, health and body in Bangalore, I also
interviewed dancers, counsellors and doctors during my stay there.
19
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with their environments plus the influence of my own presence within this entirety. I start this
second part with an account in which healing is obtained through the classical Indian dance style
Kuchipudi as used by choreographer, dance guru, researcher and organiser Vyjayanthi Kashi.21
1. HEALING THROUGH CLASSICAL INDIAN DANCE
‘The entire gamut of human experience, nine emotional nuances
which flavour human life flitted from face to face, gesture to
gesture and posture to posture.22 The primary impulse of Indian
dance is rhythm, from the simple beat of the drum to the complex
rhythm; it is the love of the rhythm that creates the dance. The
rhythmic beats which strikes to your soul, moment to moment.’
(Vyjayanthi Kashi)

A Dance Guru and her Disciples
I met the classical Indian dancer, Vyjayanthi Kashi, for the first
time at an International Conference named ‘Building Bridges for
Wellness through Counselling and Psychotherapy’ in Bangalore.23
While conversing about the reason why I had come to this specific
Indian city, she told me that 'if I wanted to understand the
therapeutic meaning of dance in India, I needed to experience and go through it myself’. And so I
did. For the period of five weeks, I lived at Kashi’s Shambhavi School of Dance, attending classes
of Yoga and classical Indian dance (i.e. Kuchipudi) daily. Twice a week, I attended singing
classes. Furthermore I was given personal sessions in which Kashi explained the multiple layers
that can be found within the classical Indian dance style of Kuchipudi. Below, I will turn to these
aspects. First, I will give an in-depth account on the life stories and dance careers of Kashi and of
several of her students. By doing so, I analyse my own position as an anthropologist within the
traditional Indian teaching method that she offered, namely that between the guru and her/his
student.
‘A REVELATION INTO THE SELF’: THE LIFE OF A DANCE GURU24
Kashi’s face brightened up every time she spoke to me about (her passion for) dance. She
emphasised that dance provides her with an emotional outlet. Even though dance could take lots
of her energy, she repeatedly mentioned that it gave her so much more in return. Not only did
dance give her strength and wisdom, opportunities had also been given to her because of it: ‘I
believe that I am destined to be a dancer. I feel it in every cell of my body. It gives me inspiration.’
More information on Vyjayanthi Kashi’s life and work can be found on the website of her dance
school: www.schoolofkuchipudi.com (last accessed on 31st August 2008).
22
Every feeling that a person experiences can be placed under nine basic emotions or ‘Rasas’ (love,
laughter, grief, anger, energy, fear, disgust, astonishment and tranquility). In Indian dance
performances, these Rasas are expressed through facial expressions, and hand and body postures.
23
I attended this International Conference, which was held at the Montfort College, in the beginning of
my stay in Bangalore – more precisely from 9th until 11th January 2008.
24
This quote was taken from Kashi’s website (see footnote 21).
21
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When reflecting upon her life, Vyjayanthi Kashi tells me that she feels very blessed coming
from a good background. Her first name Vyjayanthi, meaning ‘the necklace close to Shiva’s heart/
love’, was given to her by her father. Inspired as he was by a very famous Indian actress and
dancer, Vyjayanthi Mala Bali, he wanted his own daughter to become an artist as well. So he
gave her the opportunity to take dance classes at a very young age. Until the age of 13, she
learned classical Indian dance style Bharata Natyam. Although her family was quite wealthy, her
father gambled and therefore lost a lot of money. He was depressed and had a drinking problem.
She furthermore experienced her father forcing her into the dance world. Because of that, she
stopped dancing for several years. When she was 16 years old, she started taking theatre
courses. But she missed dancing. So when she was 25 years old, she started learning Kuchipudi.
At the time of my stay, Kashi was living together with her eighteen year-old daughter, her
husband and her mother in a quiet neighbourhood in Bangalore. She had been working at the
Bank in Bangalore for a period of 18 years. Back then, she needed a regular income, as her
husband was an actor (who did not have a reliable income) and she had a child to raise. In the
evening hours, she used to teach dance classes. In her leisure time, she also gave classical
Indian dance performances. Only a few years ago she quit her work at the Bank permanently.
Kashi remarks that she has no regrets of her past, as the function in the Bank had given her
English communication skills. And because of that she is now able to communicate with an
international audience.
In 1993, she founded her own Dance School, named Shambhavi. She mentions that, as this
name came to her through meditation, she realised later that it is the name of a Goddess of
Dance. The Shambhavi School of Dance is partially supported by the Indian Government. As she
is travelling all around the world, her focus lies on performing and teaching. In this domain, Kashi
sees it as her main aim to promote artistic and professional excellence.25 Within the guru-shishya
system, it is a laudable custom for a student who reaches professional proficiency, after five to
ten years of practice, to celebrate her/his ‘formal debute – arangetram or manch pravesh – (…)
with great pomp and ceremony’ (Kokar, 2004: 48). Notwithstanding the fact that Kashi urges to
hold on to (this) Indian dance tradition, she plans to give ‘certificate courses’. These courses
would contain that students follow a structured dance program at the Shambhavi School of
Dance. At the end of finishing such a program, students would be given a diploma.
Kashi says that due to the current modernisation influences in Bangalore, which are very
strong, the Indian culture has gained some and has lost some. She sees it as a good thing that
communication between cultures is now being promoted. Children have the opportunities to go
and study in a foreign country, and to thereby broaden their world perspectives. On the other
hand, she declares that the processes that go along with modernisation are causing a loss of
Indian culture and habits. So, especially with reference to Indian dance, Kashi finds it important to
25

More aims of Vyjayanthi Kashi’s School of Dance can be found on her website (see footnote 21).
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preserve Indian traditions. Consequently, she holds on to the ‘traditional’ teaching system of
‘guru-shishya’ (see below). On the one hand, Kashi takes the role of a teacher who transmits her
knowledge of the dance towards a student. At the same time though, she shares her philosophies
of life with this individual, thereby becoming also her/his friend. In this domain, Kashi emphasises
that the largest part of her knowledge has been gained by experience: by going through many
painful situations and doubts and becoming stronger from it. In this domain, she is living by the
saying that ‘to every positive thing, there are negative things attached’. Or as she also states it
differently: ‘all of the hardships in her life have flourished into a beautiful flower, which is now
taken with her throughout her life’. She accentuates that this knowledge is so deeply rooted in her
body, that no one can ever take it from her. Furthermore, she is willing to constantly develop
herself on a spiritual, emotional and physical level: for instance by becoming inspired by people
she meets (i.e. her own gurus),26 by the experiences she has had as a dancer and a therapist, by
insights that come to her through meditation and Yoga, by events that happen in her family and
by the law of karma.27 Everyone should be given the opportunity to think for themselves and to do
what they choose for themselves in life. She sees it as her duty to share her knowledge with
others, and to inspire others to follow their own path in life.
When using this idea in therapy, Kashi mentions that she is able to be a good therapist due to
the hardships that she has gone through. She is now able to understand not only herself, but also
others. She also emphasises that, if you want to become a dance therapist, you should be a
dancer yourself. A person is only able to share the healing aspects of the dance with others, from
the moment she/he has experienced it into every cell of her/his body. The dancer ‘embodies’ the
dance. This process therefore doesn’t concern knowledge taught through books.
Kashi tells me that she feels great at this moment. She experiences no ups and downs
anymore, and she has learned to put things into perspective. But it has taken her many years to
reach this point. Also on a professional level, Kashi has reached an outstanding period in her life.
This is namely the reason why she could quit her job at the Bangalorian Bank, as her School of
Dance quickly became very well-known. At the time that I was living at the Shambhavi School of
Dance, Kashi was travelling and performing all throughout the country together with her group of
dancers. She was receiving many awards and was being invited on many edifying festivals – not
only in India, but also in other Asian, western and African countries.

Vyjayanthi Kashi has had training in Bharatnatyam, Kuchipudi and Temple Ritual Dances under
gurus such as Late guru C R Acharya, Late Vedantham Prahalada Sarma, Padmashree Veantham
Satyanarayana Sarma, Bharathakala Prapoorarna and Korada Narasimha Rao.
27
Laungani (2004: 79) explains that ‘the law of karma, in its simplest form, states that all human
actions lead to consequences’. He thereby refers to Hiriyanna (1949; in Laungani, 2004: 79) who
emphasises that ‘there is absolute justice, in the sense that good actions lead to happiness and bad
actions to unhappiness’. The idea of reincarnation is linked to this idea of karma, as ‘the actions of the
doer may have occurred in his/her present life or in his/her past life’.
26
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So for a period of five weeks, I submitted myself to Kashi’s teachings. I therefore found myself
shifting roles in between being an anthropology researcher towards being a sishya (or student)
that is resigned under the system of Gurukul – literally meaning ‘the family or home of the
teacher’.28 A guru signifies ‘the sacred centre of Hindu religious and philosophical traditions’
(Kakar, 2001: 141) and is to be defined as ‘dispeller of darkness’ (Yogananda, 2007 [1946]: 1).29
Since the Gurukul system dates back to the Vedic times (1500-500 BC), it can therefore be
categorised under the notion of ‘traditional’. Due to the current economical, political and social
transformations that are taking place in India, as described in the first part, this traditional
teaching system has evidently been put into contact with current modernising and liberalising
tendencies. In this domain, Kakar (2001: 141) mentions that, although subject to constant
changes, ‘the contemporary images of the Indian guru are many’ – for instance ranging from
‘someone who makes possible the disciple’s fateful encounter with the mystery lying at the heart
of human life’, to ‘the venerable guardian of ancient, esoteric traditions, benevolently watchful
over the disciple’s experiences in faith, gently facilitating his sense of identity and self’.
The current role of the guru in relation to her/his disciple has shifted from virtue guru to
liberation guru, from knowledge guru to devotional guru, and from teaching guru to initiation guru
(Kakar, 2001: 141). In other words: at present it is the task of the guru to initiate the disciple into
the discipline, and to guide the student towards proficiency. More concretely does the guru see it
as her/his responsibility to liberate the disciple from that which obstructs her/him in order to reach
a state of perfection. In return, the student surrenders her/himself totally to the teachings of the
guru, for instance by worshipping her/his feet30 and providing ritualistic service to the guru.
I conversed several times with Kashi about what she understood under the notion of ‘guru’
and what this implicated in her life. She told me that she was firstly being called ‘guru’ from the
instant that she had started to understand her own mistakes.31 To state it in her words: ‘I’ve grown
beyond my mistakes, and I am able to correct them at once’.
Kakar emphasises that a guru has important ‘healing’ abilities. He thereby brings up the idea
of the ‘guru fantasy’, which can be defined as ‘the existence of someone, somewhere, who will
heal the wounds suffered in the original parent-child relationship’ (Kakar, 2001: 149). Within this
guru fantasy, the disciple sees the guru not merely as mentor and friend, but most importantly as
healer and substitute for her/his father or mother – as someone who is able to provoke and
mediate transformation and guidance in the disciple’s life. I will analyse an ‘ideal’ guru-disciple
relationship by means of describing the life of a foreign dancer-student of Kashi, namely Noa32.
Source: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/gurukul, last accessed on 31st August 2008.
In Sanskrit, ‘Gu’ refers to ‘darkness’, and ‘ru’ to ‘that which dispels (Yogananda, 2007 [1946]: 1).
30
In the ‘guru-shishya’ interaction, it is a customary practice for the student to kneel down and touch
the feet of her/his guru at the beginning of and at the end of every meeting.
31
I did not gain exact information of when Kashi was called (or started calling herself) ‘guru’ for the first
time.
32
In order to preserve the privacy of Kashi’s students and clients, I use pseudonyms when referring to
these individuals.
28
29
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After this, I turn to my own experiences while residing at the Shambhavi School of Dance. I will
end this part with a portrayal of the School’s great force of attraction on both national and
international level.
‘CREATIVITY NEEDS THE RIGHT ENVIRONMENT’: AN IDEAL GURU-DISCIPLE RELATION
Noa is a dancer from Israel. At the moment that I arrived in Bangalore, she had already
received a year of intensive classical dance training of Kuchipudi at the Shambhavi School of
Dance in Bangalore. As a result, I didn’t get the chance to observe the whole process that Noa
had gone through from the moment she had first set foot in Kashi’s Dance School. By
conversations about Noa’s life course and observations of Noa’s present behaviour, I was able to
detect that Noa had gone through many personal, emotional, spiritual and even physical changes
during her apprenticeship with Kashi. Furthermore, as I lived together with Noa for the period of
my stay there, I got to know her quite well. Both Kashi and Noa depicted the evolution that Noa
had experienced as a ‘healing’ process, her now having attuned the final state of being ‘healed’.
Noa has always been passionate about dancing. During her youth, she took modern dance
classes. And after that, she studied dance techniques at the Jerusalem Academy of Music and
Dance. She told me that, even though she had been dancing her entire youth, she never
outshone above others. During dance performances, she was for instance always put on the
second row. So she used to be on the look-out for a person who could guide her along the lines
of her passion for dance. While travelling to other parts of the world, she learned Thai traditional
Dance at Chiang Mai, and the Nepali folk dance at Pokhara. And it was not until this journey that
she first heard of the dance style of ‘Kuchipudi’. As this name remained in her mind, she
searched for it on the internet after she had returned from her trip. Kashi’s Shambhavi School of
Dance turned out to be the first search result. So Noa booked her ticket and left for Bangalore.
She was 26 years old at that time. Now she is 30, and teaches Indian dance classes to adults in
Israel.33 With the money that she saves by working in Israel, she goes to Kashi’s Dance School in
order to learn more: ‘I still have so much to learn, but I need challenges’. There were many
challenges for Noa in India, such as the language, the differences in food (she cannot handle
spicy food), the feeling of not always being ‘safe’, the busyness and the dust. But she
emphasises that ‘a life without challenges isn’t worth much’. Noa never dreamt of becoming a
classical Indian dancer. But now that Kuchipudi has submerged so deeply into every cell of her
body, she realises how connected she is to this Indian dance style: ‘I must have been an Indian in
another life’ – she adds to her story while smiling.
From the moment that Noa had started her classical dance training at the Shambhavi School
of Dance, she felt confronted not only with the Indian (dance) culture, but also with her own
emotions. In this domain, she stresses that she never made the time to reflect upon her feelings
earlier on, and therefore suppressed them deeply. But as she only had two hours of dance and
When counted up, Noa has received one year of Kuchipudi training in between the ages of 26 and
30. The longest period that she stayed with Kashi in succession, was eight months.
33
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Yoga classes in the beginning of her training, she got to spend the rest of the day with herself
and her emotions. Moreover, in order to expand her own knowledge and expertise with reference
to Indian dance, Noa surrendered herself and her own ‘ego’ completely to the guidance of her
dance guru, Kashi. She states that ‘it is exactly because of the dance combined with the right
guidance by a person who looks at what I needed, that I became such a transformed person’. I
heard Kashi saying the exact same thing. She stated that, because of this combination of dance
and the right direction, Noa was able to get over her divorce the preceding year very quickly. In
this domain, I dare to state that the actual bond between Kashi and Noa can be seen as an ‘ideal’
guru-disciple relationship.34 In the current brochure of Vyjayanthi Kashi, the following quotation of
Noa is mentioned: ‘She [Kashi] is more than a guru to me; she is a mother and a friend. Through
her teaching of Indian dance, she exposed me to rhythms and stories of a great rich culture.’ As
Noa sees Kashi as a mother figure, her relationship can also be classified under the denominator
of having a ‘guru fantasy’, as earlier mentioned by Kakar (2001: 149).
The following Hindu verse reveals the devotional and healing powers of the guru in relation to
the disciple:
Guru Brahmaa
Guru Vishnu
Guru Devo Maheswara
Guru Saaksaat
Param Brahma

Translated:
Guru Is Brahmaa
Guru Is Vishnu
Guru Is Maheswara
Guru Is Supreme Brahman Itself
Prostration Unto That Guru

In this verse, Brahmaa refers to the creator, the one who plants the qualities of goodness;
Vishnu to the protector, the one who nurtures and fosters the qualities of goodness; and
Maheswara to the destroyer of darkness, the one who weeds out the bad qualities. The guru is
Supreme Brahman itself, she/he is the one who gives you light. Therefore, you must surrender
yourself totally to that guru. Likewise, Kashi emphasises that it is exactly because of the guidance
of the guru, that Noa is able to learn the dance: Noa survives because of the dance (the
destroyer of darkness), dance gives her skills in life (the creator), and she is encouraged to go
further in life by becoming focused (the protector). The following aspects are thus an important
part of the guru-disciple relationship: total surrender, mutual trust, intimacy, love and focus. Kakar
(2001: 152) remarks that ‘the guru is the disciple, but perfected, complete’. Only because of
Noa’s total devotion to her dance guru, Kashi, she is able to grow not only on a professional and
physical dance level, but also in emotional and spiritual life issues. It is in this way that she has
become a whole and healed person.
‘YOU DON’T DO FIELDWORK, FIELDWORK DOES YOU’: THE ANTHROPOLOGIST DISCIPLE

The personality of Noa can be linked to the image that Kakar (2001: 141) gives of the ‘favoured,
ideal disciple’, namely one that is ‘pure of heart, malleable of character, and a natural renouncer of all
adult categories, especially of rational inquiry and of the sexual gift’.
34
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The guru-student relationship is thus overloaded with a complete package of habits,
conditions and expectations. As I was to be immersed in this ‘traditional’ Indian dancers’ world
during my stay in Bangalore, it is interesting to scrutinize my own experiences and the changing
roles that I took in between this guru-student teaching system.
In the first place, misinterpretations and miscommunications between me and ‘my’ guru
occasionally occurred. In this context, I wrote the following in my diary at the end of my stay with
Kashi: ‘It feels a bit strange to look back at how I was feeling the previous months… Sometimes, I
felt as if I didn’t know anything anymore – as if all the knowledge I ever learned or experienced
had suddenly fainted.’ (28th February 2008). Diving deeper into readings on the guru system
afterwards, it became clear to me that this feeling of a sudden ‘lack of knowledge’ was exactly
what was to be stimulated and therefore challenged by any guru. Only by total surrender can the
disciple gain total understanding of that which is to be learned by the guru: ‘When you surrender
yourself to the guru, you become like a valley, a vacuum, an abyss, a bottomless pit. You acquire
depth, not height. This surrender can be felt in many ways. The guru begins to manifest in you;
his energy begins to flow into you. The guru’s energy is continuously flowing, but in order to
receive it, you have to become a womb, a receptacle.’ (Saraswati, 1983: 77; in: Kakar, 2001: 151)
And it is believed that by means of surrender only, complete perfection and skill can be attained.
So it might not sound surprising if I proclaim that, during the period of my stay at Kashi’s
Shambhavi School of Dance, my own positioning as an anthropologist many times became
turbulent for me. I often felt torn in between trying to participate to the fullest – that is: become
‘vacant space’ that is to be filled again by the guru – while at the same time, I saw it as my task to
make observational notes concerning the dance guru and (her relation with) her students. The
idea of total surrendering also bumped against my own critical and many times headstrong
personality, as I have always preferred learning from my own mistakes instead of following
someone else’s guidance. Moreover, as it was my primary intent to learn more about dance
therapy in the Bangalorian setting, another intricacy was created: at the same time that I was
observing Kashi, she was observing me. During the therapy classes, I was therefore many times
confronted with demarcations concerning my own personality and past experiences.
Consequently: as nearly every daily decision was made by ‘my’ dance guru, I was confronted with
a feeling of ‘loss of control’. Because of the fact that Kashi was having a very important say in the
direction my research practice was taking, it felt as if it was totally slipping out of my own two
hands. Having gone through similar experiences, Bob Simpson (2006: 125) states that ‘you don’t
do fieldwork, but fieldwork does you’. I will now turn to the description of an event in which this
latter point is to be exemplified more profoundly.
The ways in which I was doing my research provided me with a rich quantity of information,
but also strongly limited my research. When I decided to leave Kashi’s place earlier than planned,
I thereby switched the methods of my research from being submerged in the life of a dance
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guru/therapist towards merely having interviews with dancers, doctors, therapists and dance
therapists. The first dancer I interviewed in Bangalore, was Madhu Nataraj.
Madhu Nataraj is an Indian dancer and choreographer who combines the traditional Indian
dance style Kathak35 with her own, individually created so-called Indian contemporary dance
language. She has founded the Natya S.T.E.M. Dance Kampni – S.T.E.M. standing for Space,
Time, Energy and Movement.36 In her Dance School or Kampni, all the dancers are given a
training in Kathak, contemporary dance technique, Yoga, Indian martial arts, folk dance motifs
and other movement disciplines. Nataraj had given a workshop called ‘The Goddess Dances’
earlier on, in which she cooperated with her cousin who is a holistic counsellor from Sydney. I
was supposed to participate in this workshop. But the evening before it would take place, Kashi
gave me the following choice: either I stayed at her dance school to learn a folk dance in order to
perform it together with her dancers at a festival the week after or to go to the workshop, but then
I would miss out a very important rehearsal. And perhaps, she mentioned, this would even make
me more scattered than I already was at that moment. Kashi emphasised that I needed to focus
myself upon one thing in life – and not upon thousands of things all at once, as she perceived me
doing that. Hence I decided not to participate in the workshop, and to practise together with
Kashi’s group of dancers.
While interviewing Madhu Nataraj a month later, I asked her about the workshop. She told me
it had been a very intimate and deep spiritual journey for the Bangalorian women who had
participated in it. These women all worked on a topic they wished to be healed. Furthermore, as
all of them were searching for a deeper power and strength in their lives and in themselves, they
could support each other in the healing processes altogether. They all went home with new
strengths and insights. Nataraj furthermore gave me numbers of other dance therapists, thereby
delivering me lots of new information about the dance therapeutic scenery in Bangalore. I
realised there and then that meeting Nataraj earlier on could have meant a turning point for my
research at that time. It could have entailed that I would have left Kashi’s place earlier than
planned. Moreover, Nataraj informed me of the fact that a German dance therapist had been
visiting her dance school and had been giving dance therapy classes to her dancers. She had
informed Kashi about this visit, but also this information had never reached my own two ears. In
fact, Kashi didn’t understand why it was that I wanted to meet Nataraj, as she was only a dancer,
and didn’t do healing herself.
I had made an agreement with Kashi in the beginning of my stay there that she would pass on
all of the information she had with reference to the subject of my research. I was therefore very
much disappointed when I heard about the fact that a German dance therapist had visited the
Natya STEM Kampni. On the other hand though, it also gave me new information concerning
Kashi’s style of teaching and living. In fact, it was exactly because of this unlucky event that I
Kathak is another classical Indian dance form, characterised by very subtle facial or hand
movements and a dominating footwork (Khokar, 2004: 8-9).
36
More information on the Natya STEM Dance Kampni can be found on www.stemdancekampni.in
and www.natyamaya.in.
35
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came across a political scenery that is omnipresent in the Indian dancer’s worlds. When I
discussed this occurrence later on with Kashi, she told me: ‘You are here to investigate Indian
dance therapy right!? If you want to see a German dance therapist, you could have stayed in
Europe.’ So she saw it as her task to guide me and to provide me with what I – according to her
and her guides –needed at that moment. 37 So she clearly didn’t see the point in me coming all
the way to India to merely get into contact with a German dance therapist. To state it in Simpson’s
words (2005: 129): ‘long-term fieldwork inevitably takes one beyond the frontstage, beyond
politeness and apparent openness and into the more complex dynamics of power relations’. In
the end, just like Simpson (2006: 129), I was left behind with feelings of gratitude towards Kashi
as I have learned so much from her and was given the opportunities to learn more about the
Indian dance culture and my own passions. But I also felt angry and confused. In this context,
Simpson refers to ‘the gatekeeper who turned out to be a gateblocker’. However, he also
emphasises that it is an illusion to believe that anthropologists can have ‘control’ over their own
research, as ‘our research designs are often confounded in the face of complex, lived social
reality’. What is more, I totally agree with him when he adds that ‘if ethnography is to be a vital
tool in the social sciences, this is very much the way it should be’ (Simpson, 2006: 135).
SHAMBHAVI SCHOOL OF DANCE: A GREAT SOURCE OF ATTRACTION
On Kashi’s website, the following endeavour for her Shambhavi School of Dance is given: ‘to
cultivate and nurture the culture of Indian Arts, we create a common canvas for artists of
yesterday, today, tomorrow; we utilize the advanced technology of today’s era to share our
knowledge, experiences, emotions and feelings through the ancient Art forms’. It is exactly this
sharing of her acquired knowledge that Kashi sees as her most important task at the moment. In
this domain, she has taken many Indian dancer-students under her wings. She has a group of
dancers who have been educated at her School ever since they were youngsters. Furthermore,
in the weekends, Kashi teaches Kuchipudi to large groups of children.
The Shambhavi dance hall is located on the second floor of Kashi’s house in Bangalore. She
has decorated it in a vivid and colourful way. On the light blue, light pink, white and light yellow
(left) wall, you can read the following: ‘art is united’, ‘art is power’, ‘art is joy’, ‘art is heart’, and ‘art
is prophetic’. Kashi once told me that these statements are also the reasons of why she loves
dancing so much. Furthermore, hand gestures (or Mudras, see below) are drawn and a sun is
hanging in the middle of that left wall. Whenever I was there, it struck me that the Shambhavi
dance hall was always very bright, as two transparent walls let all of the outside light shine
through. Kashi has also made a small altar, on which she has given the Nataraja statue (symbol
of the Hindu God of Dance) a central place. Many objects which can be used for her dance and
When Kashi talked about her guides, she referred to the gurus who have trained and educated her
towards the dancer/person/teacher she is today. She emphasised that she carries their spirits with her
throughout life.
37
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dance therapy classes lie in the dance hall, such
as music instruments (i.e. a pair of sticks to
indicate the rhythm), scarfs, clothes, costumes and
candleholders. Furthermore, significant trophies
that Kashi has won or received due to her
Kuchipudi performances are being displayed in her
dance hall.
Kashi still has many dreams when it comes to extending her School of Dance directed
towards both a national and an international public. For instance, during my stay there, Kashi
organised a dance performance in her dance theatre just outside of Bangalore for a group of
German tourists.38 Furthermore, she would love to found an International group of Kuchipudi
dancers, and travel around the world with them. I have already elaborated on the life story of
Noa, an Israelian woman who discovered her own personal and emotional strengths and
developed her passion for dance to the fullest by having dived deeper into the guru system in
Bangalore. Noa’s progression of the past four years is being depicted by Kashi and Noa herself
as ‘having evolved from being an average dancer-student to becoming a talented classical Indian
dancer and a joyful, healed person who has found her focus in life’. Noa was not the only foreign
student though who came to Kashi’s to learn more on classical Indian dance and/or dance
therapy. At the time of my stay there, two other foreign girls were attracted to the Shambhavi
School of Dance – myself excluded. One girl, who came from Germany, wanted to learn more
about dance therapy. The other girl, who came from the United States, was keen on learning
Kuchipudi dance. Kashi asks every student what it is they come to her School for. Then she gives
them a challenge, and tells them what she can offer them. For instance, Kashi declares that the
first time when Noa arrived at her Dance School, she knew what Noa needed: namely, dance and
her own dance studio. Kashi sees every personal meeting in terms of ‘give-and-take’ relations.
She emphasises that if you want to reach something in life, you must do something for it in return.
As I have already mentioned, not only non-Indian individuals are visiting the Shambhavi
School of Dance. As Kashi gives many dance performances (generally together with her dance
students) and is given good credits in local newspapers and on local television programs, her
name is well-known in as well as outside of Bangalore. She has a lot of dance students and in the
weekends, she also teaches large groups of children. However, when it comes to her Indian
dance therapy practice, a different matter is at stake. As I have emphasised in the first part, the
act of going to a therapist is being depicted as a ‘failing’ of the family in being able to take care of
their own needy relatives. Likewise, so far, no Indian had ever said to Kashi that she/he had
At the time of my stay there, Kashi was in the process of enlarging this building. As it was located in
a more peaceful environment, surrounded by nature, she was planning on moving her school there,
together with her family.
38
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come for therapy. Nevertheless, other reasons were given such as the need for movement
activities in order to lose fat or become more flexible.
Kashi reported multiple examples of individuals that she had seen changing both physically
and emotionally by giving them Kuchipudi dance classes. One of these cases was a young girl,
Lakshmi, who was suffering from obesity. In fact, as Lakshmi was eating excessively, her parents
had come to Kashi, asking her if she could give their daughter dance courses. Of course, they did
not consider that it would also have healing effects, as they just wanted her to exercise in an
environment where she didn’t have to be surrounded by other people (like a gym). Due to her
sessions though, Kashi had observed Lakshmi appreciating her body more. In the end, Lakshmi
felt better about her own personality, as she had started to acknowledge her own personal
abilities and strengths. Likewise, Kashi mentioned that she had seen many of her students evolve
and become different persons – all due to the dance. For instance, some of her students are from
a poor background. And, according to Kashi, it is dancing that has made them to what they are
today.
I now turn to an in-depth analysis of the healing layers that are to be distinguished underneath
the classical Indian dance style of Kuchipudi and the impact this has upon Kashi’s clients and
dancer-students.
Kuchipudi: A Complete Healing Method39
The dance style of Kuchipudi originated in a village that carries the same name, located near
Vijayawada in Andhra Pradesh. The Kuchipudi dance form as it is known today grew out of
several streams such as Yakshagana, Natuvu Mellam and the dance of the devadasis (Andhra
Natyam). I will not dive deeper into the history of Kuchipudi dance here, but it is important to
underline the dance form’s relatedness to religious devotion or Bhakti. Indian dancer Padma
Menon (2004: 6) remarks that ‘Kuchipudi is not simply a deeply encoded ritual dance’, but ‘an art
form that is self consciously studied and mastered as a performance discipline’. And it is due to
this fact that Kashi emphasises that the classical Indian dance form Kuchipudi uses a
combination of different kinds of therapy and is therefore a complete therapeutic technique itself.
Notwithstanding the fact that she sees Kuchipudi as ‘the greatest art form’, she puts this assertion
into perspective by stating that ‘no person can be healed exclusively through dance’. She
mentions that every person in need of healing should go through a combination of different
therapeutic methods. Moreover, as ‘there are many forms of arts that can contribute to the well
being of one’s self and others (such as dance, music and rhythm), every person should choose
individually which way is best for her/him’. Dance therapy in India as well as for instance Yoga
According to the classical Indian dancer that I have talked with, both in India and in The
Netherlands, Kuchipudi is said to follow the ‘natural’ flow of a person’s body more than for instance
Bharata Natyam. However, it is not my aim to compare the ‘healing powers’ of Kuchipudi with other
(classical) dance forms, but rather to exemplify how this dance form is being used in dance therapeutic
sessions in Bangalore.
39
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have slow effects, but go deep-rooted. Through dancing, harmony can be brought in a person’s
body. This idea can be compared to the philosophy that lies behind Ayurvedic medicine, as it also
takes time before this form of treatment can cure the body and eliminate the disease – the
healing of it being based principally on the person’s own strength and personality. But in the end,
Kashi emphasises that ‘people get what they deserve, and this is the idea of karma’, continuing
that ‘some people don’t have the patience to stay, or to dive deep into their own selves and into
their own feelings.’ Kashi tells me she doesn’t care about this though, as it is their path in life:
‘their character is freckle.’
Throughout the following paragraphs, I shortly explain some of the healing layers which can
be detected underneath the Kuchipudi dance form as provided to me by Kashi in daily sessions.
Besides diving deeper into my own personal experiences, I will provide examples of Kashi’s
foreign and Indian dancer-students and clients.
DISCIPLINE AND SIMPLICITY
Kashi emphasised that the primary therapeutic value of Indian dance lies in its subtle
movements. The Kuchipudi dance form is built up out of ‘simple’ and ‘disciplined’ movements.
Through a repetition of these dance steps, an individual’s concentration span can become
enlarged. Kuchipudi dancing involves a consciousness raising process, which has impact on a
person’s body, mind and soul. Vyjayanthi Kashi told me that Kuchipudi exists out of natural
movements only. Especially for those who have become scattered Kuchipudi dance steps can be
helpful. Kashi emphasises that every person needs a focus in life. By means of focus only the
mind and body can become fully relaxed.
While sitting in the Shambhavi dance hall, I observed one girl holding her head/neck down
during dancing. ‘It was even worse before’, Kashi remarks. According to Kashi, the reason of why
this girl shows such a crooked head posture is to be denoted to suppression. In Bangalore,
parents oblige their children between 16 and 18 to focus merely upon school and studies. Kashi
tells me that even though she is open to many things, she is also concerned when it comes to
knowing what her daughter does, and where she goes. She sees this as a difference between
western countries and India. Kashi continues her story by stating that in India, family values are
still highly valued; in western cultures on the other hand, self-interest gets a dominant role. Indian
parents recognise that a ‘natural’ phase of experimenting can lead towards the breaking up of a
family. Because of this fact, Indian parents first oblige their child to take dance courses. Also most
of Kashi’s students were signed up by their parents. But then, when the child starts loving
dancing, the parents force them into schoolwork. For instance, one girl entered the Shambhavi
dance hall late because her father had ordered her to stay at home and study. What is more,
Kashi told me that (in most of the cases) from the moment a woman gets married, she is
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prohibited by the family and/or her husband to dance any longer. She gave me the example of
Puja, a woman who had danced during her entire youth, but felt forced to give up dancing from
the moment she got married. As her in-laws noticed that Puja became more and more depressed
after years of not-dancing, they asked Kashi whether she could teach Puja to dance again.
According to Kashi, it was not easy for Puja to open up again, as the idea that dancing is not
allowed for a married woman, was dominating her mind. I have already elaborated upon the basic
thought that lies behind these prohibitions in the first part of this thesis, i.e. while discussing the
ban put upon dancing in Bangalorian pubs and discotheques. Due to the declining of open
expression of Hindu sexuality during British colonialism in the late 1800s and the connection
between the temple dancers (or devadasis) and prostitution, the Indian viewpoint on dancing has
changed from a divine into an ‘immoral’ and ‘decadent’ act.
ROLE-IDENTIFICATION WITH HINDU CHARACTERS AND NATURAL ELEMENTS
Given the fact that Kuchipudi is linked with the Hindu divine stories, Hinduism is very much
interwoven with the classical Indian dance form. When working with her clients, Kashi uses both
characters of the Hindu stories and natural elements, such as flowers, in her dance therapy
sessions. Kashi emphasises that it is important as a dance therapist to know many stories. She
furthermore stresses that we can learn a lot from animals and nature. For instance, according to
Hindus, a bull or a cow represents ‘strength’. Their powers can be used for agricultural labour.
Another characteristic of the cow is the fact that this animal will never question the master.
Kashi emphasises that, since every person is different, every client might have different
needs. As a dance therapist, it is important to figure out to which character a client feels mostly
attracted and to make your playground attractive to her/him. You should try things out, as there
are no ‘procedures’ which give you a correct answer. Kashi tells me the story of a girl who was
sexually abused and therefore didn’t like her own face/body. She took her to the (imaginary)
water, and made her splash her face. She made use of the facial expressions and drama
techniques that she learned from Kuchipudi. She pretended to put on ornaments around the girl’s
arms. She showed her the dressing up and tried to make her feel pretty. By the means of being
creative, she was able to make the child involved. She believes that in every person, there lies an
urge to become better. No one wishes her/himself bad things out of her/his own inner nature.
There is another important therapeutic outcome which is to be found underneath this roleidentification with Hindu characters and natural elements. In life, as in dance, a person must be
flexible. During the course of our life, we are constantly switching in between different roles
according to the setting we’re in: now I am a student and a writer, when I leave my computer, I for
instance become a friend, a daughter or a colleague. Kashi emphasises that it is therefore
important – especially for dance therapists – to be able to detach yourself from the emotions that
are provoked by persistently needing to play these altering roles. According to Kashi, dance
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provides her with a means to learn how to detach herself from her emotions. In this domain,
Indian dance therapist Brinda Jacob told me that ‘when taking non-dancers into consideration, I
would state that the body never lies.’ She continued her story though that ‘a dancer has learned
to act through her/his own body’. The fact that a dancer has learned how to disguise her/his
emotions within her/his bodily behaviour is according to Brinda Jacob not necessarily a positive
thing.
FUSION OF POLARITIES
I was told by Kashi that in every human being, two opposites are present: namely, a male and
a female element. These two components both have their own energy and qualities: the male
part is related to the focus and direction one has in life, and the female element indicates more
subtle, inventive energies. Ms Kashi mentions that the importance of the harmony between these
two energies cannot be highlighted enough. Creation emanates from the union between these
two elements. In this domain, Kashi showed me a dance step, in which both feet successively
move in the opposite, complementary direction. In this movement, the hands are pointing towards
each other, by this way giving focus to the feet. Kashi emphasised that by doing this dance step,
harmony and balance can be created in the body.
USAGE OF THE SENSES: DOORWAY TO A PERSON’S INNER SELF
Kashi distinguishes five senses: voice, touch, smell, breathing and the inner sense of a
person. She mentions that each of these senses can be used as indicators while working with
clients during therapy sessions. The most dominant, the personal inner sense of the client –
her/his true voice – cannot be seen, but must be felt and explored by the dance therapist. She
tells me for instance that when a child is still in the womb, she/he is totally dependent upon touch.
As every touch has a different feeling (such as a firmly or aggressive touch, and a caressing or
encouraging touch), the therapist can observe the reactions of the client, the person’s body
movement and her/his expressions when experimenting with it. These aspects can then give the
therapist key clues to understand the mentality of that person. In this context, it is very important
for the dance therapist to find out to which sense the client reacts the most. Why i.e. doesn’t a
person like to be touched?
So how can these senses be used in dance therapy? Kashi tells me that she has the best
methods at her sides. She doesn’t need any tools, as the client provides her with the most
interesting measurement instrument, namely her/his own body. A dance therapist can therefore
uncover much of a person’s inner world and true self by investigating the way in which a person
acts, what she/he says, how she/he breathes, how she/he responds to smell and touch,
combined with the dissimilarity between her/his spoken beliefs and performed behaviour. Kashi
gives the example of how she can explore the reaction of a person towards touch while correcting
her/his feet, hand or arm postures during dance classes.
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Kashi tells me that it is important to make the client aware of her/his own breathing pattern.
During my stay at the Shambhavi School of Dance, I was exposed to dancing, Yoga and singing
classes in which accurate breathing techniques were encouraged. Within the Yoga science of
breathing or Pranayama, the breath is being depicted as moving from the purely physical realm to
the mental and the spiritual layer of a person. In Yoga, exercising Pranayama is seen as a way to
prepare oneself for the meditation phase.
EYE MOVEMENTS: ENTRANCE TO A PERSON’S SOUL
Eye exercises are a very important part of the Kuchipudi dance training. The direction in
which the eyes look, plays an important part in the dance. Likewise, Kashi emphasised that eyes
symbolise the entrance to a person’s soul. An example of my own experience can make this
more clear: during the dancing, I was always looking at the floor. This is my way to focus and
therefore not become distracted by that which surrounds me. By means of the eye exercises that
I learned during the Kuchipudi dance classes of Kashi, I noticed that I started seeing details more
clearly around me, resulting in gaining more ‘focus’ during the dancing as well. Differently uttered:
I started beholding the world around me differently. This implies a consciousness raising process,
which also finds its reflection in the following text written by Nandikeshvara in the Abhinaya
Darpana:40
Where the hand goes, the eyes will follow,
Where the eyes gaze, the mind will go,
Where the mind goes, the mood will follow,
Where the mood arrives,
There the rasa, sweet nectar of emotion, arises.

HAND GESTURES OR MUDRAS
In most classical Indian dance styles, hand gestures or Mudras are an important means for
dancers while performing a dance drama. In this connection, Kashi remarked that while the eyes
say what the mind thinks and the heart expresses what the mind endeavours, the hands put this
thinking into actions. Every Mudra has a specific meaning, the practising of it therefore having
different effects on the body. What is more, by executing a Mudra, certain pressure points in the
hands are stimulated. Mudras are also used for meditation techniques. It is said for instance that
the five elements (earth, metal, fire, wood, and water) are to be reflected in the five fingers
(thumb, index, middle, ring and little finger) (Menen, 2004: 87). When working with her students
and clients, Kashi uses Mudras to help them gain more concentration and coordination.
Moreover, Mudras can stimulate an individual’s imagination. Dancers use Mudras in combination
with their dance, body and feet techniques. Likewise, Kashi emphasises that, with every
Kuchipudi step, other parts of the feet are used. The stimulation of feet pressure points is also
I took this quote from the back cover of Singh’s book ‘Indian Dance: The Ultimate Metaphor’ (2000).
During a dance class, Kashi had referred to it as well.
40
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being depicted by her as having healing effects. Also in the West, this idea is not unknown
anymore, as hand and foot reflexology have become popular healing methods as well.
INDIAN MANTRAS (MUSIC AND RHYTHM)41
Kashi pointed out several times that Indian mantras can be used in therapeutic sessions with
clients.42 In this domain, Gonda (1963: 244) stresses that the combination of words, sounds and
rhythm is especially effective: as ‘the spoken word is an act, an exercise of power, revealing an
attitude of the speaker and containing something creative’, it ‘possesses the greatest might and
effect’ when ‘combining [it] into formulas, into phrases definite in the sound, rhythm and order of
their terms’. Every mantra is supposed to generate a certain vibration in the mind. A specific
philosophy of life is hidden in every Indian mantra. Consequently, for each occasion, a different
mantra is used. Kashi gave me the following example of a mantra:

Aangikam bhuvanam yesyaa
Vaachikam sarva vaangmayam
Aahaaryam chandra thaaradhi
Tham vande saathvikam Sivam

Translated:
Your body is the universe,
All the songs of the earth are thy voice.
The moon, the stars are thy ornaments.
To the creators of this wonderful body, I salute
thee.

By making clients repeat this mantra, or asking them to portray the lyrics of the mantra, a
client’s body awareness can be raised. According to Kashi, this mantra is especially powerful with
those who dislike their own bodies. She would for instance ask her client to act out this mantra.
By means of autosuggestion (repetition), the words could become more and more absorbed into
this person’s body and mind. she/he could therefore become stimulated to gradually learn to
accept her/his own body as it is.
2.

WESTERN HEALING INFLUENCES IN BANGALORE

After having left classical Indian dancer Vyjayanthi Kashi, I focused my research upon a
second group of dance therapists in Bangalore: namely, those Indian dance therapists who have
obtained a certification in Dance Movement Therapy. This implies that they have received a
dance therapy training in an officially recognised University. As this education is so far only to be
found in a western country, all of them went abroad for the sake of their studies. But before
turning to the stories of these women and their clients, I will shortly give an historical account on
Gonda (1963: 244-9) emphasises that it is impossible to give a singular definition, translation or
literal explanation of the notion ‘mantra’. To make the term more clear though, a ‘mantra’ can be
(though wrongfully) described as ‘a spoken formula’ or ‘prayer’ that is ‘always a potential means of
achieving a special effect’ – which is mainly ‘the appearance of a deity’ (Gonda, 1963: 249). Gonda
(1963: 247) furthermore stresses that the usages of mantras date back to both Vedic and post-Vedic
cults.
42
Kashi also repeatedly underlined that music and rhythm have healing powers. I will return to other
healing art forms when analysing and describing Kashyap’s case (see below).
41
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Dance Movement Therapy which originated in America and is currently becoming universally
more and more popular.
Dance Therapy: A Growing Phenomenon
Dance Movement Therapy (DMT) as a profession is rather new, as academic literature
depicts it to be ‘discovered’ in 1940 by the work of intuitive American dancer Marian Chace. While
teaching her students ‘modern dance’ choreographies, she observed them giving expression to
their feelings (such as loneliness, fear and shyness) during dancing. By creating a freer moving
space, in which Chace emphasised rather the movements as such and less the techniques of the
dance, she started encouraging her pupils to ‘dance’ these emotional expressions. Chace
broadened her spectrum: she also incited individuals in hospitals to put their bodies into
movement. She for instance worked with asocial children, people with movement problems, and
psychiatric patients. Her biggest aim was to make people more comfortable with themselves and
their bodies by means of dance therapy. Her influence inspired other dancers to follow the same
path, e.g. the American dancers Trudi Schoop and Mari Whitehouse, and Indian dancers such as
Tripura Kashyap and Brinda Jacob.
In 1966, dance therapy got formally organised and recognised by the foundation of the
American Dance Therapy Association (ADTA) under the denominator of ‘Dance/Movement
Therapy’ (DMT). Ever since, dance therapy has known a broad extension, and the fact that
dancing can be used in the field of mental health, is gradually becoming more and more accepted
throughout the world. DMT can be seen as a psychotherapeutic method, aimed at expressing and
understanding deep emotional experiences of an individual. Within dance therapy, movement is
used to stimulate the social, emotional, mental and physical development of individuals. DMT
takes an individual who experiences a ‘conflict’ within his or her own ‘identity’ and/or ‘body’ and/or
surroundings – I would say a ‘frustrated individual’ – as a starting point. Consequently, the ‘clients’
of dance therapists can range from individuals experiencing a ‘shortage’ in their lives to
individuals coping with emotional problems and intellectual shortages to individuals having lifethreatening ‘diseases’ such as cancer and so-called psychopathological ‘sicknesses’ like
schizophrenia. Through dance therapy, people are encouraged to move (again) and get into
contact with their own bodies. Furthermore, DMT aspires to assist people conquer trauma and
cope with stress (Hanna, 2006: 185), often by drawing nonverbal attention to the elements of the
experience with the intention to bring the deeper so-called ‘unconscious’ aspects to the fore. By
this means, the dancer becomes more aware of her/himself, her/his own body, and the world
around her/him.
Dance Therapy in Bangalore: A Fusion of Diverse
Influences
‘Enveloped by movement and stillness, sounds and silence,
we flow through the arts to find our most authentic energies.
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As we intuitively arrive through artistic conduits, at the center of our inner spaces we feel
more alive and whole. As we connect to that which is natural, we open up to primordial
wisdom and spiritual resonance.’ (Veronica Ohlsson, 2003)43

I was supposed to follow an introductory workshop of the most reputable dance therapist in
India, namely Tripura Kashyap, at the International Conference named ‘Building Bridges for
Wellness through Counselling and Psychotherapy’ in Bangalore (where I had also met Vyjayanthi
Kashi for the first time). But fate was not on my side, as at the very last moment, Kashyap was
obliged to cancel her visit to Bangalore. We made three new appointments after that. But due to
postponements and illnesses I was not able to gather with her as well. So eventually, I met
Kashyap the exact same day that I was taking my plane back to Belgium, namely on 9th April
2008.
In the following paragraphs, I will give an account of the long and interesting conversation I
had with Kashyap about her life and work on this last day of my stay in Bangalore. For the
analysis of her dance therapeutic methods and her interaction with her clients, I also base myself
upon her book, ‘My Body, My Wisdom: A Handbook of Creative Dance Therapy’ (2005). In this
book, she gives many participatory movement activities and games, that can be used for
therapeutic means. Having lived and worked in Bangalore for years as a dancer and dance
therapist, Kashyap moved to Hyderabad several years ago with her husband Bharat Sharma –
dancer, choreographer and teacher at the Hyderabad University.
Tripura Kashyap received an education in classical dance at the Arts College of Kalakshetra
in Chennai, but currently sees herself as a modern dancer. In an interview for Channel 6
magazine (Supraja, 2002), Kashyap mentions that she was ‘bored of pretending to be different
Gods and Goddesses’. What is more, she states that she felt dominated within the guru-disciple
system, as, according to her, it consisted out of a ‘hierarchy in the formal circles of learning’. After
having met the prominent dancer Chandralekha, she started learning contemporary dance. She
states a difference between classical dance, in which ‘the item is set and the dancer has to adapt
to it’, and creative dance, in which ‘the dance adapts to your body’.
She first became interested in using movement for physically disabled individuals by closely
observing her brother who was wheelchair-bound and two visually impaired boys. She noticed
that her brother always started moving his body ‘in unison to the songs he loved’. And that these
latter boys while learning how to sing and play the flute ‘moved their bodies beautifully in
response to it’. These facts made her realise that dance could also be used with those who have
special needs (2005: xi). An accidental meeting with Dr. Grace Valentin, an American dance
therapist, in a Bangalorian library made Kashyap realise that ‘dance could be used as therapy for
people with mental, physical and emotional challenges’ (2005: xii). As Kashyap became inspired
Tripura Kashyap was very much inspired by Veronica Ohlsson, who is a visual artist in Buenos
Aires. Kashyap wrote this statement down in a chapter called ‘Cross Art Ventures in Buenos Aires’,
which has not been published in her book ‘My Body, My Wisdom: A Handbook of Creative Dance
Therapy’ (2005).
43
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by these meetings, she decided to follow in this American dance therapist’s footsteps. So during
the 1980s, she left for Wisconsin (USA) where she took a two year training at the Hancock
Center of Movement Arts and Therapies. And it is during this education, that she ‘gradually
became aware that Indian physical traditions and movement practices offer a large canvas for
dance as therapy’ (2005: xiii).
Kashyap tells me that while doing the dance therapy education in Wisconsin, the whole range
of ideas she had about dance altered. The first dance class she was given was a modern dance
class. As the teacher asked everyone to move onto the music, Kashyap didn’t know what to do or
how to behave herself, even though she had been trained as a classical Indian dancer for years:
‘I was so used to having people tell me how to move, that I didn’t know how to move on
my own. I was looking around, and everyone was moving. It was very freeing for me to
move without a style, a form, a gesture, a posture. I learned about your personal
movement language, and how it gets colored because of your personality. Movement
reveals the kind of person you are. That’s how my training in dance therapy started.’

After having finished her dance therapy training, Kashyap went back to Bangalore to continue
her profession there. Not only did she set up a dance school named Apoorva Dance Theatre, she
also provided dance therapy sessions and workshops to children and adults. She sees Bangalore
as a very receptive place. According to her, the Bangalorian people are critical. She finds this a
good thing: ‘because of Bangalore I was able to grow, artistically as a dancer and on therapy
level as well’. She never had problems being accepted, and worked for instance with
schizophrenic individuals for seven years in a hospital. She also used to teach dance and wrote
for the newspaper The Indian Times. So financially, Kashyap never got into troubles as she
earned money from multiple sources. She was also given a grant which funded her for several
years. After having moved to Hyderabad, Tripura founded the organisation ‘Rainbow Inc.’
together with her friend Mahnoor Yar Khan. This foundation has coordinators in large cities
across the country, each of them organising creative dance and drama workshops.44
Kashyap states that a dance therapist needs to be a dancer, as she/he needs to feel
comfortable in her/his own body. By means of learning different dance forms and styles, one is
able to expand her/his own movement language. According to Kashyap, the practising of
contemporary dance creates more opportunities for a dancer/dance therapist, as it is more open
to different forms of movement. Tripura Kashyap also emphasised that her view upon dance
became much richer from the moment she connected it to other arts.45 In Argentina for instance,
she explored cross-art practices at an artistic residency in Sierra de la Ventana – a valley which is
encircled by mountains. There, Kashyap ‘felt elated to be among people who believed in the idea
With a background of counsellor and contemporary dancer, Brinda Jacob organises and facilitates
activities and workshops on dance therapy and communication skills in Bangalore for Rainbow Inc. I
turn to her story in a while.
45
Also in her book (2005: 67-79), Kashyap devotes an entire chapter on her collaborations with music
therapist Zubin Balsara, and drama therapist Aanand Chabukeswar (both based in Pune).
44
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of being interconnected between the arts’ – more specificaly with a visual artist, a musician, a
theatre practitioner, a traditional Mapuche Indian healer, a movement therapist and a ballet
dancer. And there, they experimented with how dance can flow into theatre exercise, how theatre
can become music, how music can become rhythm and how rhythm can become visual arts.
Kashyap states that this was a mindblowing experience for her, as ‘in India, everything is
compartmentalized’.46 Kashyap stresses the fact that she wants to keep herself alive as an artist.
Due to her wide range of dance and dance therapeutic experiences, Kashyap discovered two
main differences between Indian and western realities. On the one hand, it became obvious to
her that most Indian participants preferred imitation. This stands in contrast with the western
examples that she had observed during her traineeships in the US. The reason for this difference,
according to her, is the fact that creativity is being less stimulated within the Indian school system
when compared to the American one. Also within the traditional guru teaching system the student
is not left with much space to be innovative.47 On the other hand, Kashyap stresses that
throughout the whole of India, an emphasis is put on the performance of dances. So while
working for educational centres, some directors wanted to see an end-result of the dance therapy
courses she gave. This meant that they wanted the children to execute a dance performance at
the end of the year. However, Kashyap emphasises that ‘creative dance therapy provides an
introspective and expressive experience in which the therapeutics of dance, rather than a
choreographed product, is of primary importance’ (2005: 11). So she had to come up with a
somewhat altered dance therapeutic design. After negotiations with these directors, she decided
to divide her dance therapy sessions into two parts: throughout the first six months of the school
year, she gave exclusively dance therapy classes to the children. During the following three
months, a performance was created which was based upon bodily themes and movements that
had appeared in the therapy sessions – this resulting in the children giving a dance performance
at the end of the school year (2005: xiv).
When I asked Kashyap how she felt about going abroad in order to receive a dance
therapeutic education, she responded that techniques have been developed in the West of which
Indians have lots to learn. What is more, there is no dance therapeutic training in India so far, so
there is no other option if one wants to become trained in dance therapy. In this domain, Kashyap
scrutinizes that it is not new to state that dance has intrinsic healing aspects. And because of
that, she finds it is a bad idea to start from Indian dance therapy. In fact, she actually disagrees
with the approaches of Indian dancers such as Kashi, who use Indian dance purely as a form of
therapy. Since they are not ‘educated’ in becoming a dance therapist, there is no scientific base
to their dance therapeutic approaches: ‘they just teach dance, and then say that they do therapy’.
Of course, this remark needs to be put into perspective, as the process of distinguishing dance from
music and theatre is a recent development in India.
47
Also here, Kashyap’s remark leaves space for consideration, as i.e. (western) students learning
classical ballet are not given an opportunity to be creative as well.
46
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So Kashyap sees the current evolutions as a positive thing: many Indian dancers have gone
abroad now, have received a dance therapeutic schooling there, and are now working in large
urban cities such as Delhi and Mumbai. They look at the possibilities in their own culture and
combine all the influences which they faced. However, there is one big problem: even though the
training is very expensive, only few Indians are willing or able to pay the costly dance therapy
sessions. As a result, many Indian dance therapists have become frustrated in India and for that
reason have gone back to the US. Kashyap completes her observations by stating that ‘there, at
least, they can earn some money’.
Kashyap remarks that in India, people are threatened by anything that is slightly progressive,
as ‘they don’t like you entering their space’. She doesn’t want to organise her own dance therapy
training in India as this would bring along many temporal, bureaucratic, financial and
infrastructural problems. For instance, it took her husband three years to found a modern dance
schooling in Hyderabad.
At the moment that I met her, Tripura Kashyap had been giving workshops and training
programs on dance therapy all throughout India to ‘people from varied walks of life’, namely:
‘homemakers, software consultants, educators, scientists, writers, designers, artists, corporate
professionals, social workers and others’ (2005: 82). She was therefore mainly active in urban
areas, but also gave workshops to individuals working for NGOs, who then could use this newlearned knowledge with people in rural areas. She also used to give workshops to teachers, in
which she trained them how to use movement with the special needs groups they work with.
While giving these dance therapeutic workshops, Kashyap found out that most of the people
were ‘threatened’ by the word ‘dance’. For example, many participants had stereotypical ideas
and attitudes towards dancing and all had difficulty to translate motions into their bodies.
Moreover, they felt an unspoken shame when they exposed their bodies to dance and movement.
Again, this act makes apparent that the historically created connection between dancing and the
‘immoral’ behaviour of the devadasis is still living in the Indians’ minds and bodies.
In her workshops and dance therapeutic sessions, Kashyap combines knowledge of diverse
‘traditional’ Indian and contemporary dance forms with the dance therapeutic methods that she
has learned during her education of DMT in Wisconsin. Also in her book, she gives ‘an eclectic
mix of activities and games from dance, theatre, relaxation, techniques, mime, visual art and
music that might inspire you to move’ (89).48 Actually, Kashyap told me that she wrote this book
primarily for the participants of her workshops – as they asked her for written material. She
mentions that for her, it is more important for them to experience movement in their bodies. She
furthermore stresses that ‘the idea behind writing this user-friendly book is to demystify dance
and to expand its scope and application to several kinds of communities; it is also meant for
In her book, Kashyap (2005: 33-42; 155-166) explains activities that are inspired by specific
elements taken out of Indian movement traditions, such as: postures (or asanas) from Yoga, Mudras,
footwork (taken from Kathak) and bamboo sticks (inspired by the Bamboo Dance of Gujarat).
48
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individuals who want to pursue dance as therapy or recreation for themselves in an informal way’
(xv). In this domain, Kashyap remarks that there is a need for ‘easy’ literature on DMT. One of the
main aims of this book is therefore to expand the dance therapeutic knowledge towards a whole
range of different kinds of communities.
What is the impact of Kashyap’s workshops and work in India on the lives of those who
participate in it? And what is the meaning of dance therapy according to Kashyap? It is firstly
important to reiterate that dance therapy is not only useful for people with disabilities seen the
fact that ‘people without apparent disabilities often have similar problems as those of their
disabled brethren’ (2005: 9). Up to now, a wide range of people have visited Kashyap’s dance
therapy workshops and classes. For instance, social workers and psychologists had issues which
they wanted to solve during the workshops. In dance therapy, emphasis is put upon (bodily)
experience. Only by the means of going through dance and movement exercises guided by a
dance therapist yourself, one can understand the healing powers of this form of therapy. In her
book, Kashyap (2005: 6) states though that ‘it is a myth that only dancers can dance’. According
to her, ‘every human movement eventually leads to the creation of dance’. She encourages her
clients and the participants of her workshops to discover, understand and broaden their own
‘body language’. So Kashyap expresses that one can truly reveal oneself by means of
movement: ‘the process of going from the imitative to the improvisational makes it easier for
participants to express themselves’ (2005: 11).
Tripura Kashyap defines therapy in terms of ‘seeing people change’. When a person goes
from the point of ‘despair’ towards ‘happiness’, and this due to dance experiences, she/he might
have learned how to understand her/himself better. She gives me the example of a psychologist,
who came to her workshops because she felt she did not possess an identity of her own. She
was depressed, as she was always doing things for others. Kashyap remarks that many women
in India deal with this issue. This specific participant couldn’t say ‘no’ to people and was even
wondering why she was living. During that workshop, Kashyap gave exercises about self-identity,
personal space, how to say ‘no’. While moving during the sessions, this woman also started to
open up verbally. She started to understand her own feelings better and started to show more
confidence as a result of to the exercises. In her family, she could put up more boundaries by
letting them know that she needed more time for herself. According to Kashyap, when a person is
able to integrate some of the therapeutic experiences into real life, therapy is doing its job well.
So she also mentions that the dance therapy sessions are a microcosm of the real life situation:
how a person behaves in real life is reflected in the sessions. Furthermore, Kashyap sees dance
as a non-verbal medium which can help a person articulate her/his emotions in a verbal way. She
states that through body work, the psyche can become revealed. There is a mutual relationship
between body and mind: just like a transformation in body movements can provoke a
transformation in the mind, so does the mind affect the body. Another example of the healing
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power of movement is exemplified in her book, as Kashyap concludes that after providing
workshops for a company, this company reported 12% less sickness of their employees.
According to Kashyap, a person is healed from the moment a need or an issue doesn’t bother
her/him anymore. She scrutinizes that it is not easy for a person to be healed. Furthermore,
relapses might be possible. Just like Kashi, Kashyap is aware of the fact that not everyone can
become healed through dance, as not every person is movement-oriented.
Tripura Kashyap was a source of inspiration to many people, both in India and abroad. I for
instance had a conversation with a woman who worked with street children in Mumbai at the
Conference in Bangalore. She told me that Kashyap had once given a workshop to the staff
working with these children in their NGO. This woman thereby observed that movement clearly
made these children more calm and open towards others.
In her book, Kashyap (2005: 45-66) devotes an entire chapter on her dance therapeutic
experiences with special needs children and adults in Bangalore, entitled: ‘Special dances for
special folks’. Working with physicially, mentally, and emotionally challenged (groups of)
individuals, she ‘used an array of physical disciplines like creative movement, ideas from yoga,
elements from classical and folk dances, martial arts, theatre exercises, relaxation techniques
and mime’ (Kashyap, 2005: 46). For instance, for over a year and a half, Kashyap gave individual
sessions to Sheela, a twelve-year-old girl with autism thrice a week. As Kashyap describes this
case as being ‘one of her most memorable experiences’, I shortly reproduce (a piece of)
Kashyap’s portrayal concerning Sheela’s transformations due to body, dance and movement
exercises (2005: 47-51):49
‘Sheila studied in a special school and could not cope with most of the academic subjects
being taught. Her social skills were poor and she had rejected attempts by her peers who
tried to make friends with her in class. (…) Apart from using sticks to express what she felt,
we also devised rhythm and partnership games. We made up sequences with the sticks
being hit above the head, down on the floor, to the sides or in the front. (…) Gradually as
her eye-hand coordination improved, she became gentler with the sticks and used them in
a very focused manner. (…) She became surprisingly gentle towards her younger sister
who had earlier been the butt of her violence at home. After nearly three months she began
to feel comfortable and enjoyed being in a small group consisting only of her family and
myself. (…) Towards the end of six months she began to need less physical help in
performing movement tasks and progressed to responding appropriately to verbal
instructions.’

Kashyap tells me that she wants to take some time out to introspect upon the previous work
that she has been doing. The coming years, she would therefore love to do a PhD at the
Psychology department of Hyderabad. At the moment that I interviewed her, she was thinking of
directing this PhD towards the ways in which movement can be therapeutic for children and
In this extract, Kashyap (2005: 49-50) invites Sheela to hit a pair of ‘dandia sticks’ in different ways
(to the front, back, right side, left side and floor), at the same time as expressing her feelings. Kashyap
(2005: 158) based this exercise on specific movements that are made during the Indian folk dance
‘Kollattam’ from Karnataka.
49
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adults. This implies that, instead of giving workshops all over the country, she would currently like
to settle down in Hyderabad together with her husband and their child.
A second dance therapist who is living and working in Bangalore as a dance therapist, and
who is closely related to Kashyap’s dance therapeutic
approaches, is Brinda Jacob.50 On a sunny afternoon at the
end of March, Jacob welcomed me into her flat in Bangalore
where we had an hour and a half conversation about her life
and work, her past experiences and her current viewpoints.
Due to her passion for dance and drama, Jacob is leading
an active and committed life. She graduated with a B.Com
Degree from Indira Gandhi Open University and received a
Diploma on Journalism from Media Centre. She completed a
dance training of Kathak (a traditional Indian dance style) and
contemporary dance at the Natya STEM Dance Kampni. She
has also worked voluntarily with a diversity of organisations and therapists. In 1999, she founded
the organisation of the professionally-run NGO called Dream-a-Dream in Bangalore, an
organisation which ‘mostly involves young working professionals who have common dreams: (…)
to make a difference and better the lives of under-privileged children’ (Times of India, 8th March,
2002). Back then, Jacob provided movement therapy workshops for HIV-positive children and
designed Aids awareness programs for children under 18. She has furthermore done a lot of
work for educational institutions, sex education and was a part of the creative team who produced
a film on female sexuality. She received a two-year training as counsellor at Parivartan in
Bangalore. After that, she went to Birmingham (England) and completed a six-month course on
dance therapy there. Having now twelve years of experience as a contemporary dancer, she
organises and facilitates training workshops for the organisation of ‘Rainbow Inc.’ (which was
founded by Tripura Kashyap), she offers workshops for companies (for instance on stress
release), she counsels clients on a one to one basis, and choreographs and performs
contemporary dances as well. Twice a week, Jacob gives private dance therapy classes to two
autistic children in a school.
As pointed out in part one, a new group ‘middle class women’ in India had been given the
opportunity of making a career for themselves since the 1980s. Also Jacob can be categorised
under this new group of women. In this context, Jacob stresses that she never experienced any
financial problems, as she has been doing lots of different (paid as well as voluntary) jobs
throughout her life. She tells me that those things that she really wanted to do, just happened to

On the picture, Brinda Jacob is standing in the middle. The dancer in the back is Madhu Nataraj
(see earlier). I was given permission to use this picture from the STEM Dance School’s website:
www.stemdancekampni.in.
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‘fall into her lap’. For instance, her education in Birmingham was totally funded. Likewise, her
family has always supported her – both financially and emotionally.
The dance movement therapy sessions that Jacob provides are thus based upon her
experiences as a dancer, a counsellor and a socially-engaged person. Jacob sees every
experience as an instrument in life. As she states that there are things to be learned from every
culture, she uses a combination of both western and Indian influences in her dance therapy
sessions. For instance, while working with children, Jacob uses Kathak rhythms and footwork. Or
she might end her sessions with Indian folk dance movements.
According to Jacob, therapy is a healing process in which the relationship between the
therapist and the client is the most important aspect. Just as Tripura Kashyap, Jacob emphasises
that one must have a scientific basis in order to be called a ‘dance therapist’. For her, going
through therapy is a lot of ‘fun’:
‘It is a luxury to have someone sit in front of you who supports you completely without
making judgements. Especially in India, you need to constantly switch roles. What is
more, many things are not expressed, you are not always accepted for who you are, or
you are taught to hide yourself. I think the whole world should be open for going to
therapy. It can be a very intense experience. I find it most fascinating to learn about
myself and other people. When you become in a stage of non-judgement, so many
things open up for you at that moment.’

Jacob continues that in India, there are no laws for practising counselling and that due to this
reason, many things are going on under the name of dance therapy. But according to her this is
no dance therapy. In this domain, Jacob stresses one important criterion which distinguishes her
from the other dance therapists: according to her, every dance therapist should have a
supervisor. She herself is under supervision of Parivartan (the group of counsellors in Bangalore)
and an art therapist from London (a former teacher of hers). She emphasises that every session
should be shared, especially when you are struggling with one: ‘Even though I’m well-trained, I’m
still human; so in order to make blind spots in me more clear, we come together once a month’.
Brinda Jacob uses the body as the primary tool for healing during the dance therapy
sessions. According to her, a person can become healed by opening up. She highlights that she
tries to avoid making any judgements towards the movements of her clients. By means of play
and well-designed dance and movement exercises, a person might gain access to her/his own
unconsciousness and emotions. In the end, Jacob always asks her patients how the movements
were made, and which emotions they experienced during the making of these movements. Since
she is convinced about the fact that every person inhabits movement in themselves. She will
never teach her client a certain movement. She therefore prefers to give exercises that implicate
creative movement. A person should learn how to improvise.
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Jacob’s sessions take around one and a half hour, and are always extensively planned.
According to what happens though, the outline of the session might change. Every session
consists of three parts. They always start with a warm-up, which means that a theme will be
explored (for instance, keeping a secret). The person will be given the time to arrive into the
space, to get ready for the session and to warm up her/his body. After that, one or two activities
will be explored, each of them having a definite purpose. Every session ends with a cooling
down. She finds it important that a person is able to verbalise her/his own emotions. In this part,
she makes use of her skills as counsellor.
Jacob sees no need in making publicity, as most of her clients are either referred to the
Parivartan counselling practice or friends. She recounts the case of Sapna, a dancer who had
breast cancer. Sapna had heard of Jacob’s dance therapy sessions ‘through a friend of hers who
was a friend of Jacob’s’. As she could not express to the outside what was happening to her, she
didn’t want to go to counselling. So she came to Jacob in long weekends and was able to
express through her body what she could not put into words.
Western Dance Therapy with Special Needs Children
Arati Ayappa is a trained classical dancer and a graduate in dance/movement therapy. I got
the chance to get together with her in a popular meeting place in Bangalore, namely Café Coffee
Day. At that instance, Ayappa was on a one-year break of work. She told me that earlier on, she
was working with emotionally disabled children. As this was very intense and tiring for her, she
started giving dance therapy classes in a school for special needs children, namely the Sophia
Opportunity School. A week after my meeting with her, Ayappa took me
to the School where she had worked with about 150 developmentally
delayed children. She tells me that the school is run by nuns, but that
most of the children are Hindu. In the main corridor, I noted down the
following Christian verse that was painted on the wall:
Serenity prayer
God grants me the
Serenity to accept the things I cannot change;
Courage to change the things that I can; and
Wisdom to know the difference.
In her dance therapy sessions, Ayappa primarily bases herself upon dance therapeutic
methods that she has learned during her education in the USA, implementing no Indian dance
influences whatsoever. The one thing that is Indian during her dance therapy classes, is the
Indian music that she uses. As this idea of purely giving western dance therapy to Indian children
is different from the above mentioned dance therapists, namely Tripura Kashyap and Brinda
Jacob, I will now go more deeply into Ayappa’s ideas, approaches, and experiences as a dancer
and a dance therapist.
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Ayappa has a classical Indian dancer’s background. She took Baharata Natyam classes
when she was seven year old with guru Krishna Rau. She performed four times a year with his
group of dancers, but never did any professional dancing. She ended her classical Indian dance
training when she was 22 years old. Afterwards, she did her Bachelors in Psychology and her
Master in ‘Mentally retardation and rehabilitation’ in Chennai. Her inspiration to learn more on
dance therapy came when she was working for three months with a mentally retarded girl. As she
was also teaching this girl dance classes, she started noticing that after a period of three months
the child’s self-esteem had already increased. Ayappa tells me that because of this experience,
she decided to do research on the therapeutic powers of dance.
So Ayappa contacted some universities, and got funds to do her PhD in Michigan University.
She explains that as she didn’t get any advisor there who could help her with this research, her
motivation dwindled. During this period she learned contemporary dance. Even though she was
getting funds and her family was encouraging her to stay, she decided to quit this University, and
to go to a small liberalized University, Colombo, in Chicago. This is where she learned Dance
Movement Therapy for the period of two and a half years. She states that her parents were
always supportive, and that they funded her first year fees. As she was working at the president’s
office, her second and third year of university fees were paid for.

During this dance therapy training, all of the students were encouraged to undergo
therapy classes themselves. The basic thought behind this is the fact that in order to work
with other people, a therapist should know and understand her/his own feelings. Ayappa
says that a lot of emotions came out during the therapy sessions that she went through, but
that she got a lot of support from the University. She scrutinizes that every movement was
being analyzed and that every decision needed to be made on a conscious level, ranging
from what you do to why you do it. She furthermore did lots of internships for her Master’s
degree. She emphasises that only through practical work could she become an experienced
dance therapist. Ayappa is convinced that every dance therapist should have a dancers’
background. In order to feel good in your body, one should have a good self esteem. Because of
her dancer’s background, she is able to do what the children are doing. A flexibility in body and
mind are therefore primary premises for every dance therapist.
When Ayappa returned to India, she was contacted by the Head of the Sophia Opportunity
School in Bangalore, Mala Sardar51. Sardar had heard of her and wanted her to provide dance
therapy sessions in her School. According to Ayappa, Sardar’s interest was not so much directed
at Ayappa’s abilities as a dance therapist, but more so because of her curiosity towards this ‘new’
method. In this way, her school could offer something that other schools were not having. Ayappa
stresses that it was not always easy to cooperate with the school, as Sardar and the teachers
started giving restrictions and did not do anything with the feedback she gave them. During my
visit to the Sophia Opportunity School, I also had a short conversation with Sardar about her view
51
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on dance as a means for therapy. She emphasised that by learning structured dance steps, the
children can increase their concentration span. Besides, exercising dance, as well as Yoga,
stimulates the children’s bodies and minds. This opinion stands in contrast with Ayappa’s view on
dance therapy: just like Tripura Kashyap and Brinda Jacob, Ayappa highlights the fact that dance
therapy is exactly not about learning structured dance steps. She recognizes of course that
dance has therapeutic aspects when practiced by a student, but this is not what dance therapy is
(or should be) about.
The children whom Ayappa worked with in the special needs school ranged between the age
of 5 and 16 years old. She tells me that for every group, she would put up long and short term
goals, based on the problems and diagnoses of the children. 52 In the school, these children are
divided in groups of eight students, each group living together with one teacher for an entire year.
The groups of children living in the school are mixed: most of the children are mentally retarded,
some have physical problems, others are emotionally disturbed and some have learning
disabilities: Every session, Ayappa works with children of roughly the same age who have
different ‘problems’ and different awareness levels. She emphasises that she works privately with
the autistic children, as they are unaware of the people around them.
Ayappa remarks that in the Sophia Opportunity School, the teachers are very disciplinary and
emphasise structured. They give the children education and exercises in a disciplined way.
Because of that, these children experience no space to show their own emotions. The interaction
between the teacher and the children, and the emotions that this might invoke with the children,
might therefore influence the direction that the dance therapy session would take that day. For
instance, sometimes the children are yelled at by the teachers, resulting in the children entering
the dance therapy class with an angry mood.
As they are criticized by many people in their neighbourhood, these children have a low selfesteem level. According to Ayappa, they have an idea in their mind that they are different from
other children, namely: ‘they are okay, but I am not’. Even though the parents know and accept
the issue of their child, also for them it might become frustrating raising their child. Because of
this, Ayappa also gives psychological assessments in the school. She shares her ideas with the
parents about how the goals can be reached. Furthermore, she gives some children private
courses. Sometimes, she does counseling.
Every dance therapy session is structured, in the sense that there is warm-up, a main theme,
and a cooling down in the end. Ayappa emphasises that it is very important to hold on to this
structure: ‘I need to bring them in a place in which they are grounded. I try to hold on to the
structure of the group. The children need to know how a session will evolve. So I always ends on
Examples of the long and short terms that Ayappa would put up, are: making them more aware of
the people around them in the room, and of their own bodies; naming their body parts; increasing their
attention span; expressing their emotions.
52
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time.’ She tells me that a dance therapy session with the older groups would take around 45
minutes. The younger ones have a lower attention level, so this could take around 30 minutes.
She finds it very important that every child feels accepted during the sessions. The following
account clarifies what one of her sessions might look like:
‘During the warm-up, I for instance use a soft-ball and make the children squeeze the ball
on different parts of their bodies. I will then gradually add more body parts, at the same
time saying: ‘this is my head, shoulder, etc.’ Through these exercises, the children learn
to associate the words with the different body parts. If children want to lie down, that’s
fine as well. I might go lying down as well. They have to do what they want to do, and not
what I tell them to do. Then, for instance, when the mood is calm, and they are still all
lying down, I will take a blue scarf and go around with it above their heads. They might
start touching it. If the mood is getting more light, I might ask them to get up gradually,
and maybe start jumping… I might change the music into more melodious song, and ask
them to dance as fast as they can. After some time, I might ask them to make slow
movements. The switch in between the movements must be subtle and made gradually.
They need to be ready for it. I will always ask them to do something when I feel that they
are in the mood for doing so.’

Ayappa uses a lot of mirroring exercises with the children, especially with the autistic children.
By this means, a relationship between her as a therapist and the child can slowly be build up.
She emphasises that especially with autistic children, she needs to have a lot of patience in order
for them to start trusting her. She gives me an example of one girl who was just sitting there all
the time. She was sitting on the other side of a very large room, in the same posture. At the
certain moment that she suddenly changed her position, Ayappa knew that she had reached a

first stage of trust. From the moment that this girl started imitating her, she knew that she had
established a relationship with this girl.
At the end of a session, during the cooling down phase, she will talk with the older children
about that day’s session. How did they feel? Why did they feel like that? By the means of asking
questions, she might involve everyone of the group, at the same time creating a dynamic
atmosphere. She states that by processing what has happened through the movements, they can
get in touch with emotions that they cannot recognize or verbalise. As a result, they might
become more aware of their emotions. With the younger children though, Ayappa only works
through movement.
As I already mentioned, Ayappa only uses one Indian medium in her therapy sessions,
namely music. She only uses music to which the children are familiar with. For instance, when the
overall mood is happy, she will make use of a famous Bollywood song. Sometimes, the children
may decide for themselves which music they want to hear.
So what is the impact of her dance therapy classes upon the children and their development?
Ayappa states that her classes might help them building up self-esteem. The exercises help them
to learn things which might be useful in their daily lives. For instance the leader-follower exercise
might teach some how to be a follower. She states that she loves working with children. They are
very shy when they first come to her classes, and gradually, she sees them opening up: ‘they
become more proud of who they are’.
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The Sophia Opportunity School is partially government funded. This means that during the
period that Ayappa was working there, she was being paid a small amount of money. She tells
me that this was only enough to pay her transportation to the school and back. However, as her
husband makes a good living being a full-time lawyer, she never had any financial problems.
While reflecting upon the future, Ayappa remarks that she would love to expand her professional
experiences by working at different schools. She would also love to start her own private dance
therapy practice. This would ask for a lot of energy and effort though, as she would need to have
her own infrastructure then. According to Ayappa, Indian people don’t go to someone they don’t
know. So at the moment, she is slowly building up a client-basis. Ayappa would then make an
agreement with those who cannot pay a lot of money, that is to say: she would let rich families
pay good money, so that people from poor families can come for free. This would imply that ‘one
rich family can pay for three poor families’. Her husband doing the same in his advocacy
business, Ayappa scrutinizes that rich people do not resent paying, as ‘they are willing to do
anything for the good of their child’.

The table on the next page gives a comparative overview of the four dance therapists that
I have examined in this second part: Vyjayanthi Kashi, Tripura Kashyap, Brinda Jacob and
Arati Ayappa. The conclusions that can be obtained from this part are being discussed on the
subsequent page.
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Dance background?

Educational background?

VYJAYANTHI KASHI
Baharata Natyam,
Kuchipudi, temple rituals,
Yoga
Communication training

TRIPURA KASHYAP
Classical dance training at
the Arts College of
Kahakshetra in Chennai,
modern dance, Yoga
Dance Therapy in
Wisconsin (2 years)

BRINDA JACOB
Kathak, Yoga, modern dance

ARATI AYAPPA
Bharata Natyam, modern
dance

!

!

!

Only through focus and total
surrender to right guidance
can one be healed (gurukul)

Income sources?

Performing, lectures,
workshops, dance classes,
…
Importance of relationship
between therapist and client;
the dance therapist should
search the natural flow of the
client

View on dance therapy?

Influences in dance therapy
sessions?
With whom does she work?

Kuchipudi is a total healing
method, also usage of free
movements and stories
Dancers, special needs
children, street children, …

Seeing people change: a
person goes from the point
of ‘despair’ towards
‘happiness’
Workshops on dance
therapy, performing, …
‘A melting pot in which
movement principles with
different cultural flavours
and textures melt and flow
together’; the psyche can
become revealed through
body work
Combining western and
Indian influences
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‘People from varied walks of
life’; such as schizofrenic
people, special needs
children, counsellors, …

Therapy is a healing
process, supervision is
important
Counselling, performing,
dance therapy, workshops,
…
The body as the primary tool
for healing during the dance
therapy sessions,
importance of relationship
between therapist and client,
no judgements
Combining counselling,
western education, Kathak
and Yoga
Autistic children, street
children, companies, …

Bachelors in Psychology
Master in ‘Mentally
retardation and
rehabilitation’ in Chennai
! Dance Therapy in
Chicago (3 years)
With children, therapy might
help to build up their selfesteem: ‘they become more
proud of who they are’
Her classes, mainly
husband’s income

!

Importance of relationship
between therapist and client,
and of mutual trust

Purely western DMT, but
Indian music
Special needs children

According to them, dance therapy is exactly not about learning structured dance steps.
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View on therapy?

Counselling in Bangalore
(2 years)
Dance Therapy in
Birmingham (6 months)
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DANCE THERAPY IN BANGALORE: MYSTIFICATION OR DEMYSTIFICATION?
Throughout this second part, I have explicated the work and lives of four female Indian dance
therapists in Bangalore. Earlier on, I already emphasised that these respondents were to be
rooted in a growing group of middle-class women. By means of providing a diversity of examples,
I made clear that each of these four dance therapists used a diversity of influences into their
dance therapeutic sessions, ranging from different dance styles to different art forms and from
their own experiences to feedback they received from others. Of course, they could only
incorporate those influences to which they were exposed in their lives. For instance, as Brinda
Jacob’s body has been trained in Yoga, Kathak and modern dance, she can only make use of
these movement forms in her dance therapy sessions.
They all stressed that an individual can only become a dance therapist if she/he is a dancer
her/himself. In order to become a good dancer, one needs to be receptive towards other art
forms. Likewise, these four Bangalorian dance therapists agreed on the fact that only through
experiencing movement into their own bodies, and expanding their own body languages, were
they able of becoming good dance therapists. It turned out that these respondents showed a
great active concern on using dance with those people who are positioned as being ‘on the
margins’ of the Indian society, under which special needs individuals, disabled persons and street
children. Also people without distinguishable problems could find healing by seeing a dance
therapist. This idea was strengthened by providing examples of clients who came to see a dance
therapist in order to overcome social, emotional, physical or spiritual thoughts or habits that are
experienced as forms of limitations in certain aspects of their lives. For instance Noa, an Israelian
dancer, found herself being healed after one year of Kuchipudi training with dance guru and
Indian dance therapist Vyjayanthi Kashi.
Since counselling is a field that is picking up slowly in India, dance therapists need to be
supported by their families (especially their husbands) – financially as well as emotionally – if they
wish their career to flourish. Three of my respondents turn out to have a different source of
income besides their dance therapy practice. More specifically, they combine it with other paid
activities such as performing and counselling. Only Arati Ayappa purely focuses on dance
therapy, but is in the privileged position of sharing the income that her husband earned.
The four dance therapists agree on the fact that one needs to take the best of both cultures
(western and Indian) and use it in such a way, that you can adapt it towards the needs of your
clients. This means that the relationship between client and therapist needs to be one of mutual
confidence. Moreover, as ‘a person’s body is a warehouse for her/his emotions and thoughts’,53
they are all aware of the fact that a dance therapist must be able to understand a client in a
diversity of ways. However, the ways in which they actually interact with their clients turned out to
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This wisdom was shared with me by Kathak dancer and choreographer Madhu Nataraj.
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be quite different. I have made a division between two groups of dance therapists in Bangalore,
depending upon their educational backgrounds.
On the one hand: I focused upon a professional Kuchipudi dancer and guru who mainly uses
Indian classical dance as a means of healing, namely Vyjyanthi Kashi. She states that ‘Indian
dance provides a full package for healing purposes as it is a combination of mudras (gestures),
spirituality, sounds, touch, expressions, spirits and voice’ and that I could only understand the
healing powers of this form of dance by experiencing it myself. Even though Kashi is holding on
to Indian dance customs (such as the guru-shishya system), she also incorporates a lot of
‘modern’ concepts into her life. One instance is her aim to organise certificate courses in her
Dance School.
On the other hand I have investigated Indian educated dancers and dance therapists who
have received a diploma on dance therapy in a western country, and therefore use movement as
a means of psychotherapy. My attention was drawn towards three Bangalorian dance therapists,
namely Tripura Kashyap (who had now moved to Hyderabad), Brinda Jacob and Arati Ayappa.
All three of them stress the need for a scientific approach when it comes to their profession and
criticize the therapeutic work done by dance gurus such as Kashi. Especially Jacob emphasises
that a dance therapist needs to be supervised by other dancers, therapists and/or dance
therapists. Furthermore, Kashyap sees it as their aim to ‘demystify dance’, as she observes that
many of her Indian clients feel ashamed when they are encouraged to move their bodies. So in
contrast with this second group of dance therapists, Kashi’s approach can be described as
‘mystifying dance’ – since she (mainly) uses the classical Indian dance form Kuchipudi in her
dance therapeutic practice.
I have found out that, even though psychology is largely being studied by Indian youngsters,
therapy is still not as valued in India as it is for instance in the western world. I found it very
surprising to observe that ‘in a culture that boasts of possessing diverse physical traditions and
hundreds of dance forms and styles’ (Kashyap, 2005: x), (dance) therapy is still not very much
appreciated by most people. As family values are still predominant in India, family members are
regarded as the first support system of a person in need. There rests a stigma on the idea of
going to a counsellor for personal and intimate guidance – asking for help is seen by most people
as an act of ‘weakness’. For instance, parents feel ashamed of having a special needs child, as
they might see it as a consequence of a sin they committed in their life (and thus, a punishment
as such).
As a consequence of this long-standing stigma attached to both dancing and therapy, one
might expect that the ‘average’ Bangalorian client shows a preference for one of the two groups
of dance therapists that I have described throughout this second part. Moreover, I expected a
client rather to see a dance therapist from the first group (the classically trained dancers who also
practise dance therapy) than one from the second group (the trained dancers with an education
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in dance therapy). However, I did not find any proof to make this hypothesis solid. I discovered for
instance that Kashyap as well as Kashi have their share of clients as they have become both
well-known throughout Bangalore. As a consequence, it seems correct to state that this stigma is
gradually decreasing.
I stressed earlier that a researcher can grasp more understanding of a certain culture through
dancing (i.e. the body signalising the storage space of information about that culture), this idea
was confirmed during my research. Nevertheless, one must stay aware of the fact that people are
different. Hanna (2006: 16) remarks that she ‘discovered time and again in [her] various field
research studies that all people do not express themselves or interpret movements in the same
way’. By the same token, the narratives that the female Bangalorian dance therapists and their
clients/students that I met communicated towards me concerning their dance therapeutic
experiences varied as well, resulting in the fact that (I needed to be attentive to the fact that) what
I experienced could be (and more so: was) different from what the people that I described
throughout the previous chapters, experienced. In the end, the stories that were shared with me
during the period of my research covered a whole range of topics: from contemporary life styles
to historical backgrounds, from cultural visions to moral ideas and values – resulting every now
and then in misunderstandings, but always mutually influencing and inspiring one another.
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HOLDING THE STAGE – Dance Therapy in Bangalore: Traditional or Modern?

By elaborating largely on the life and work of dance therapists and their students/clients in the
cosmopolitan Indian city Bangalore in the previous chapters, I provided a description of the ways
in which (constructions of) modern and traditional forms nowadays intertwine and reach new
audiences.
In the historical account on Indian dance, I underlined the fact that dance has often become a
performing art, inspiring the public’s human senses in every conceivable way. As a result of the
association of dance with the devadasis or temple dancers – namely the religious surrendering of
women living in temples under the anchor of a Hindu deity, conceived during colonial times as
mucky and disgraceful – thoughts of immorality and shame have come to dominate people’s
minds with regard to the status of dance in Indian society. This representation is still prevailing in
Bangalore resulting in the fact that during my period of fieldwork, a ban was put upon dancing in
local pubs. It is set against this context in which ‘fear for the power of dance’ was the dominant
characteristic, that classical Indian dance came to be highly respected throughout the Indian
society, as it consists out of exceptionally rational and disciplined steps in which the body
movements are very much streamlined. The contemporary urbanisation and modernisation
influences are gradually changing the ways of how people look upon dancing though, as for
instance this ban cannot keep existence for long in a cosmopolitan town such as Bangalore.
During a conversation with a Bangalorian friend of mine concerning the contemporary
developments in his home town, he told me: ‘As India is in the transition phase, things are
changing – and it is during this time that there will be maximum chaos’.
Set against the history of dance being linked to ‘immoral’ behaviour and problems as being
seen as something which is supposed to be kept within the family, dance therapy is slowly but
surely rising within the Indian setting. Hanna (2004: 146) emphasises the fact that
Dance/Movement Therapy is a holistic healing practice. For her, this is the reason why DMT
attracts so many non-American countries to carry it out as well. As I have already mentioned,
dance therapists have ‘discovered’ the power of this form of therapy in 31 countries. Also in
Bangalore, several dance therapy schools have been founded. Set against the context that India
is known for its holistic healing practices such as Yoga and Ayurveda, dance therapy fits right in.
Furthermore, as India has a large dance history, in which (dance) knowledge has been passed on
from a ‘guru’ or teacher to her/his students, the healing functions of dance are not considered as
‘new’ from the Indians’ points-of-view. What turns out to be new though, is the fact that these
healing practices are nowadays depicted as ‘therapeutic’, attracting mainly foreign ‘clients’.
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The current dance therapy community consists especially out of female dancers, linking back
to the middle-class castes that became a new group of consumers ever since the implementation
of the ‘new’ liberalising economy in 1991. In the second part of this thesis, I went deeper into the
lives of four Bangalorian dance therapists. I discussed the fact that my respondents have founded
schools, large governmental recognised institutions, in which they practice dance therapy, or are
allied to such organisations – both Indian and western. These dance therapists work for other
Universities, schools and organisations, hence catching the attention of and additionally being
inspired by other national and international artists, teachers and therapists in connection with
their dance therapeutic work.
Notwithstanding the fact that both the (classical) dancers and the dance therapists that I
talked with expressed an urge to break away from (cultural) restrictions that were put upon their
development as artists, their basic viewpoints differed. On the one hand, in dance therapy,
movements always occur under the guidance of a trained person: a dance therapist. On the other
hand, in contrast with ‘ordinary’ dance teachers, a dance therapist’s aim is to ‘guide’ the client
towards healing, and not so much to make this person a good dancer.
Throughout my thesis, it was not my intent to assume that dance therapy conducted in India
is ‘invented’ in the West, as this would be a clearly ‘ethnocentric’ point to make. Neither was it my
aim, seeing the spectacular rise of dance therapists in India, to depict it as an ‘extract’ of a
western construct, as if it concerns a static, one-way influence. The Indian reality has shown an
even more complex picture than simply ‘translating’ the western healing methods into the Indian
so-called ‘traditional healing system’. In this context, I have emphasised that ‘authenticity’ is
determined by individual agents, resulting in the fact that this might be seen as one of the
ultimate signifiers of ‘modernity’ – or that there is no ‘tradition’ without ‘modernity’. Hanna (1988:
116) additionally stresses that, as Indian men and women get confronted with a globalising, multicultural society, in which different and sometimes conflicting roles are emphasised, ‘classical
Indian dance may have become a tool to mediate the dichotomy between traditional and modern
roles’. I would like to add to this remark that the rise of dance therapy, as it has its roots in
America, aims to combat stress and trauma in urban and rural areas, is perfectly adaptable to
individual and societal creativity, and can also be seen as a means for people to cope with an
ever-changing and enlarging environment.
Consequently, I discovered that the execution of dance therapy in Bangalore involved an
intermingling of diverse influences like Indian healing, dance and religious backgrounds, and the
formation of Dance/Movement Therapy as an institutionalised practice. Complementary, Tripura
Kashyap (2005: 35), an Indian dance therapist who has received an education in America,
mentions this intertwining in her book: ‘I perceive dance therapy as a melting pot in which
movement principles with different cultural flavours and textures melt and flow together’. She
underlines here that ‘to do this, it is important to be aware of physical traditions and movement
practices available in our own cultural context’, by which she refers to her ‘own Indian society’.
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Given the fact that in Indian society, emphasis is put upon collectivity, as symbolised in the
family, every sign of ‘individuality’ is an ominous warning for the society. This observation also lies
at the basis of why only few Indian individuals will go and see a therapist or counsellor on
identified (in contrast to anonymous) and voluntary basis. Therapy focuses specifically upon
individuals who are not ‘whole’ – and for the Indian individual, this results in a conflicting
relationship with the Indian surroundings that are still mainly geared to communal values.
Consequently: the shame which is put upon individuals seeing a therapist, is still resistant, but
gradually diminishing. Furthermore, I have stressed the fact that even though mental disorders
are now being more widely accepted in India, since they are also diagnosed on a very young age,
deep psychiatric problems (such as depression, schizophrenia and aggressive disorders) are still
mostly concealed from the outsider’s view.
As classical Indian dance and its dancers are highly respected throughout India, they are
attracting both local and foreign dancers and therapy students to become skilled at this dance
technique and to learn more on the philosophy that is behind it. Resulting from this evolution, the
Indian classical dance forms are being spread throughout the world – by this means reaching out
towards a broad audience. I have described a vision of my dance guru in which she wants to
preserve the classical Indian form of dance Kuchipudi by establishing an international group of
(foreign) dancers. Future research should be done though to investigate whether this
development of adapting the ‘classical’ forms of Indian dance to a great deal of ‘modern’ and
cosmopolitan spectators results into the creation of new forms of ‘contemporary’ dance styles.
Similar to these (classical) dance developments, one might wonder what the future will be for
dance therapy in India. Will a consensus be made upon how ‘dance therapy’ needs to be done
throughout the country? Will new forms of dance therapy develop, drawing upon a diversity of
(global?) influences? Will more dancers, teachers, dance therapists, students and clients travel
from western countries travel to India and the other way around – in order to learn and spread
dance therapeutic knowledge? Set against the background of the recent globalising trends, one
might expect an evolution towards fusing what is depicted as ‘authentic’ into new, inspirational
and all-encompassing dance and dance therapeutic varieties – ‘the entire world being a stage
and we, as players dancing our lives on this global stage’ 54 – continuously discovering new exits
and entrances, as we dance along to ‘eternal bliss’.

54

English poet and dramatist William Shakespeare (As You Like It, 1600: 2/7) has become well-known
for the verses: ‘All the world's a stage; And all the men and women merely players; They have their
exits and their entrances; And one man in his time plays many parts'. Announcing one of her dance
performances, Kashi once wrote: ‘’The entire world’s a stage’ said the poet! But the opposite is also
true! The stage can also contain the whole world!’
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